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NSF grant to aid in CAD/CAM development 
SOURCE:OPI 
Engineering students at 
the University of Missouri-
Rolla will be able to ex-
perience tomorrow's 
computerized design and 
manufacturing technology in 
today's classrooms thanks in 
large part to a grant from 
the National Science 
Foundation (NSF). 
The grant, nearly $250,000, 





Together with about $375,000 
in institutional support it will 
enable UMR to set up a 
project on the "Development 
and Implementation of an 
Integrated Computer-Aided 
Design, Analysis and 
Manufacturing System" in 
its School of Engineering. 
In addition to the 
development of a system 
with full CAD/CAM (com-
puter-aided design/com-
puter-aided manufacturing) 
capabilities, the 27-month 
project also will seek to 
integrate that system into 
UMR's mechanical and 
aerospace engineering 
curriculum. Eventually, it 
will be used in all of UMR's. 
engineering curricula. 
"CAD/CAM is a relatively 
new field anc\ this project is 
one of the first of its kind in 
the country," said Dr. 
Robert L. Davis, dean of the 
UMR School of Engineering. 
"The project itself is very 
broad in scope and deals 
with more than just adding a 
course or two to the 
curriculum. 
"We want to discover how 
best to utilize this technology 
to. broaden and enhance 
engineering education," he 
added. 
UMR purchased a $1.5 
million computer graphics 
system about a year ago and 
outfitted a special classroom 
for its use. While that system 
and room currently are 
being used for engineering 
drawing and several other 
classes, under the project 
that use would be greatly 
expanded. 
"We will be seeking to 
incorporate the most 
modern techniques for 
technical problem solving 
into the education of 
engineering students," said 
Dr. Thomas R. Faucett, 
project director and UMR 
professor of mechanical and 
aerospace engineering. 
"Industry already is making 
considerable use of this 
tech'nology, and we feel that 
it will have just as great an 
impact on education. " 
The first stage of the 
project will involve an ex-
tensive review of UMR's 
mechanical and aerospace 
engineering curriculum to 
determine where and how 
. . 
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U MR to collect new service charge 
Beginning Aug. I, new 
students applying for ad-
mission to the University of 
Missouri-Rolla will pay an 
application service charge of 
$20 for Missouri residents or 
$40 for non-residents. 
The charge will be for 
academic terms starting in 
1982 or later and will not be 
levied on alumni or students 
currently enrolled. 
The application service 
charge is for processing 
applications and is in ad-
dition to present required 
fees. It is non-refundable and 
non-transferable. 
University officials said 
that these new charges are 
necessary to maintain the 
current level of service 
provided by the admissions 
and registrar's offices. 
PUMA robot arrives 
SOURCE:OPI 
The University of 
Missouri-Rolla's robot is 
here. 
The robot is a PUMA 
(Programmable Universal 
Machine for Assembly) 600 
industrial model and will 
complement UMR's new 
computer graphics system. 
Students will have the op-
portunity for "hands-on" 
experience in computer-
aided manufacturing and 
computer machine control 
USing the robot. 
Dr. Richard Johnson, 
professor of mechanical 
engineering, is in charge of 
the robot's installation in the 
mechanical and aerospace 
engineering department. He 
said, "When we have it 
completely set up, the robot 
will be used for a variety of 
projects, both instructional 
and ·research. We are 
currently planning 
demonstrations for fresh-
man and sophomore classes. 
Research projects will in-
volve computer VISIOn, 
computer touch sensing, and 
communication with other 
machines. Also, we are 
planning for an advanced 
level student laboratory. " 
The robot, while not. 
resembling the robot most 
people visualize, is designed 
in the manner of a person, 
Johnson said. "It has a 
waist, a shoulder, an elbow, 
a wrist and a gripper, or 
hand. Basically this allows it 
many degrees of freedom 
and flexibility in the way it 
can function," he said. 
UMR also recently was 
awarded a grant from the 
National Science Foundation 
to assist in setting up a 
project on the "Development 
and Implementation of an 
Integrated Computer-Aided 
Design, Analysis and 
Manufacturing System. " 
In addition to the 
development of a system 
with full CAD/CAM (com-
puter-aided design/com-
puter-aided manufacturing) 
capabilities, the 27-month 
project will seek to integrate 
that system into the 
mechanical and aerospace 
engineering program. 
Eventually, the system will 
be used in all of UMR's 
engineering curricula. 
City ordinances in effect 
By KEVIN FARRELL The possession Of . signs 
and markers is illegal and 
punishable with up to a $500 
fine and/or a jail term. This 
includes any and all signs -
not just signs from the City 
of Rolla. Sings may be 
turned in at City Hall at 901 
Also on Aug. I, a charge of 
$2 per copy will go into effect 
on transcripts of credits and 
grades requested by alumni 
and former students. There 
will be no charge for tran-
scripts for stUdents enrolled 
atUMR. 
the system can best be used. 
A "general plan" for the 
project will be drawn up and 
then submitted to a panel of 
experts from outside the 
University for evaluation. 
"That panel, which will 
consist of representatives 
from industry, government 
agencies and other 
universities, will review the 
plan, critique it and offer 
suggestions for im-
provement," Faucett ex-
plained. "On the Q,asis of this 
evaluation, a 'detailed plan' 
for the project will be 
developed." 
The members of the 
review panel will be involved 
with the project for its 
duration and will visit the 
campus several times to 
monitor the progress that 
has been made and to offer 
further suggestions. 
Additional equipment also 
will be purchased as part of . 
the project to add CAM 
capabilities to the UMR 
system and to aid in its in-
structional use. "The two 
major purchases that will be 
made are a numerically-
controlled milling machine 
and an interactive graphics 
project display system for 
use in large lecture classes," 
Faucett said. 
And because "a com-
prehensive, unified system 
wouldn't be possible without 
an appropriate computer 
system," according to Dr. O. 
R. Plummer, acting director 
of the UMR Computer 
Center, which is providing 
support for the project, the 
grant also will be used to 
develop the necessary 
programming. 
"We need to develop 
software that will allow the 
user to communicate or 
interact with the computer 
in a meaningful and 
productive manner," 
Plummer said. "In teQIls of 
design capabilities, the 
major components are in 
place, but the software needs 
further refinement to better 
serve our needs. 
"The grant will allow us to 
do what we already had 
planned to do, but at a much 
faster pace," he added. "In 
addition, we also will be 
working on software for the 
manufacturing links to the 
computer." 
Most of the software 
utilized in the project will be 
available in the public 
domain, and the results of 
the project also will be 
available to other univer-
sities or . institutions in-
terested in integrating a 
CAD/CAM system into their 
operations. 
"Industry's growing use of 
CAD/CAM technology as a 
way to lower costs, improve 
product quality and increase 
efficiency and productivity 
means that in the future the 
working environment of 
many, if not most, engineers 
will center upon computer 
terminals," Davis said. "It 
will definitely be to our 
students' advantage when it 
comes time to enter the job 
market to have had 'hands-
on' experience with this 
technology. " 
Last spring, toward the 
end of the semester, the City 
of Rolla put two new or-
dinances into effect. One 
new law concerns street 
Signs and the other pertains 
to city stickers. 
There are approximately 
850 new students on campus 
who may not have heard of 
these ordinances. Many 
students were here but may 
have forgotten or have 
previously ignored these 
laws. Whatever category 
you find yourself in you 
should be aware of these two 
ordinances. see page 4 UMR's new PUMA robot installed and on line for instructional and research projects. (Photo by Vollmer) 
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Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of 
Events Cale~d~r Of Events Calendar Of Event lendar 
Editor's Note: If your organization is having a 
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in 
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will 
list it in the Activities Section of the paper. No 
articles submitted will be printed unless written 
in complete sentences with proper grammar. No 
schedule or flyers will be rewritten and 
published by the staff for the Activities Section. 
Jj your organization is sponsoring a campus-
wide event for the benefit of charity. get us 
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will ad-
vertise the event free of charge in this space. 
The MINER reserves the right to edit any 
notices or ads for this page before publication. 
THURSDAY 
TONIGHT'S MOVIE 
The first movie of the new school year as part of the UMR fUm 
series, supported in part by a grant from the Missouri State Council on 
the Arts, will be Slaughterhouse Five. The movie, directed by George 
HIll, will be shown at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the ME auditorium, (room 
1(4). Movies will be shown every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. The cost wtlI 
be $2.25 at the door or season tickets. 
M-O.UB 
The first M-Club meeting of the year will be held in the M.E. 
building on Thursday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. Elections for a new treasurer 
will be held at this time. All members are encouraged to attend. 
INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS 
Tonight at 7 p.m. in the Mark Twain Room, the Intercollegiate 
Knights will have their bi-monthly meeting. There will be a Smoker at 
the TKE house Sept. 10 for all interested in 1.K. 
SOUTHWINDS 
The Southwinds Club will have an important organizational meeting 
Thursday, September loth, in G-6, H-SS. Anyone interested in writing, 




The Intercollegiate . 
Knights have announced the 
1981 Freshman Record has 
been received from the 
publishers and will soon be 
ready for distribution. They 
undertake this task as one of 
their service projects to the 
campus. All monies received 
from the sale of the Fresh-
man Record go to pay debts 
incurred in producing the 
publication. 
The Freshman Record is a 
yearly project of the IK's. It 
is a yearbook for incoming 
freshmen, containing pic-
tures of all participating 
freshmen. Its main purpose 
is to help freshmen become 
acquainted with people and 
places at UMR .. 
"All students who have 
purchased a Freshman 
Record should stop by the 
Hockey Puck next week to 
pick up their copy," said Ed 
Lindquist, Freshman 
Record committee chair-
man. He went on to say, 
"We'll be distributing the 
Freshman Record here at 
the Hockey Puck from 9:00 
a.m. to4:30p.m. Sept. 8-11." 
Intercollegiate Knights is 
a national honorary service 
organization. Membership 
requires a minimum 3.0 
grade point average. 
The Miner currently has several 
staff openings for: 
News Writers 
Investigative Reporters 
H you are interested in applying 
for these positions, come to the 
Miner offICe ,Bldg. T-1, Monday 
night at 9 p.m. or call the office. 
CCH 
Christian Campus House will present a Bible study at 6 p.m. every 
Thursday throughout the semester at 607 State Street. This week we 
will begin a five-part series on " Dating and the Bible" with the topic, 
" Male and Female: God's Greatldea" . 
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB 
The UMR Photo Club is having a meeting on Thursday, Sept. 3, at 
7:30 p.m. in the Meramec Room of the University Center. There will 
be a presentation ahout the club, then memberships will be taken. 
This will be followed by a short business meeting. Refreshments will 
be served. 
MSM CLIMBING CLUB 
Enter the world of International espionage! You too can climb like 
Clint Eastwood in the Eiger Sanction and Roger Moore in For Your 
Eyes Only. Learn how at the next meeting of the MSM Climbing Club 
at 6: 30 p. m. Thursday, Sept. 3, room 305 Norwood Hall. 
VETERANS CLUB 
There will be an organizational meeting of the UMR Veterans Club 
today from 6:30 to 7:30p.m. There will be a barbecue/picnic for those 
interested at 5:30 p.m. (bring your own food and beverages). All U.S. 
student veterans are urged to attend, as goals and objectives of the 
club will be discussed. Location is exactly 1 mile from 1-44 overpass on 
Hwy. E. Call 341-3698, 364-1527, 364-7431 or 364-8031 for more in-
formation. 
UMR MUSIC SECl'ION 
The University of Missouri-Rolla's music section will conduct an 
audition for a special "Messiah" choir at 6:30 p .m. Thursday, Sept. 3, 
in room 101 of the Old Cafeteria on campus. The audition will be 
followed by a rehearsal. Interested individuals should cOntact Joel 
Kramme, UMR MUSic, 105 Harris Hall, University of Missouri-Rolla, 
Rolla, Mo. 65401, phone: 341-4185. 
SUB SOCIAL COMMl'ITEE 
Thursday, Sept. 3, at 6:30 p.m., the Student Union Board Social 
Committee is having its first meeting. Anyone interested in bringing 
entertainment for coffeehouses and dances to UMR is asked to come 
to 217 University Center-West (above the Deli). 
GDI 
General membership meeting Thursday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. in CE 
114. Party afterwards at Lion's Club! Everyone welcome! Mem-
berships will be on sale. Come on out for a good time and to get to 
know your fellow classmates! 
FRIDAY 
SUB COFFEEHOUSE 
Friday, Sept. 11 at 8 p.m. Walt Jenkins will perform the first cof-
feehouse of the season on the Hockey Puck, which is free to all UMR 




The ,most common 
birth defect 
~ Supp ort MARCH OF DIMES 
THIS ~PACE CornRI8urro By TH( PULlLlS~lER 
Comm 
Held Over! 
Evenings 7 & 9 
~STRIPES 
A COLUMS.A PICTURES ~ELEASE ~ 
Bruce Lee in 
Starts Friday 
Eve nings 7 & 9:10 
Alan Aida in 
'The 4 Seasons'PG 
Now thru Saturday 
Showtime 8 p.m. 
"Fists of Fury" PLUS 
"Chinese 
Connection" 
Sunday Only-4 Feature Marathon! 
TUESDAY 
AWS 
Ladies interested in participating · In intramural sports, the 
Association of Women Students is holding its first meeting on 
Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 7 p,m. in the Meramec Room, University Center. 
If you are not participating in intramurals as a member of another 
organization, this is your chance to join in intramural activities. If you 
are interested but cannot attend the meeting, call Kim at 364-1634. 
VARSITY GOLF 
Any UMR students interested in playing varsity golf next spring 
should meet at the UMR golf course Tuesday, Sept. 8. at 4:45 p.m. 
Bring a copy of the fall class schedule with you. If you are unable to 




The local chapter of the IEEE will have Its first meeting o'n Wed-
nesday evening, Sept. 9th, at 7 p.m. in room 105 EE. Bell Labs will be 
presenting the program. All members or anyone wlsbing to become a 
member are urged to attend. Refreshments will be served. 
UMR SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB 
The UMR Sport Parachute Club will hold Its first meeting of the 
semester Wednesday, Sept. 10, in room 104 of the Mechanical 
Engineering BllUding. Films will be shown, memberships taken and 
jumps planned for the weekend. Everyone welcome. 
SUB CONCEftT COMMITl'EE 
Concerts committee will have its first meeting on Sept. 9th at 6:30 
p.m. in the Meramec Room in University Center-East. 
MSM SPELUNKERS CLUB 
MSM Spelunkers Club meets every Wednesday at 6: 15 p.m. in room 
305 Norwood Hall. New members always welcome. 
NODAY 
INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS 
The Intercollegiate KnIghts will be distributing the 1981 Freshman 
Record at the Hockey Puck from 9 a.m. to4:3Op.m. Sept. 8-11. 
UMRPARKINGSTICKERS . 
If you have paid for a UMR Parking Sticker and have not yet picked 
It up, please do 88. 
Christopher Jewelers 
BaHour College Rings 
903 'Pine Rolla, MO 364-2264 
Welcome Back 
Miners I 








Rubie Cubes $5.00 
Rubie Key Chains $3.98 ' 
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Fiber optics course offered 
SOURCE:OPI 
The University of 
Missouri-Rolla will offer a 
short course in "Fiber Op-
tics Communication" from 
Oct. 13-16 on campus. 
students will partiCipate in a 
workshop in which they will 
polish and terminate a fiber 
optical cable which will be 
used in conjunction with the 
transmitter and receiver 
provided in their fiber optics 
link kit. 
registration contact Walter 
L. Ries, coordinator, 
Engineering . Continuing 
Education, 111 Engineering 
Research Laboratory, 
University of Missouri-
Rolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401, 
phone: 314-341-4132. 
The course is a continuing 
education activity of the 
UMR School of Engineering. 
SOURCE: OPI 
Nine University of 
Missouri-Rolla students 
have received National 
Science Foundation 
recognition for . their 
academic achievements in 
NSF's 1980-81 nationwide 
competition for graduate 
fellowship. 
UMR's list of winnners 
includes one fellowship 
recipient and eight 
honorable mention citations. 
Patrick Thompson has 
received an NSF Fellowship 
that will pay a stipend and 
all fees for graduate study 
through the Ph.D. degree. 
He received his M.S. degree 
in chemical engineering at 
UMR at May com-
mencement, and will con-
tinue his work toward his 
doctorate at UMR. 
Those receiving honorable 
mention citations and their 
graduate study fields are : 
Charles D. Croessmann, 
nuclear engineering. 
John A. Behr, mechanical 
engineering. 
Gerard J. Dolan, 
engineering mechanics. 
David E. Reed, electrical 
engineering. 
Joseph A. Crider, 
mathematics and computer 
science. 
Catherine N. Pyron, 
computer science. 
Michael B. Richey, 
computer science. 
Brian D. Owenson, 
chemistry. 
Dr. Adrian Daane, dean of 
graduate study at UMR, 
says, "Although the students 
receiving honorable mention 
recognition do not receive 
financial awards, they are in 
a very select group of 
superior students who are 
avidly recruited by the most 
outstanding universities in . 
the country. They are likely 
candidates for graduate 
fellowships at UMR and 
elsewhere, and present In-
dications are that most will 
continue at UMR for 
graduate work." 
Daane says, "The total 
number of students 
receiving NSF recognition at 
UMR is the largest among 
the institutions in the Mid 
America State University 
Association (MASUA) as 
well as within the state of 
Missouri." 
"UMR students represent 
29 percent of the total of 31 
students cited in the MASUA 
institutions, and ' 47 percent 
of the 19 in Missouri," he 
adds. 
The course is designed for 
engineers and physicists 
who have an immediate need 
for knowledge of the in-
dustrial applications of fiber 
optics. The course will 
benefit the design engineer 
who wants a thorough in-
troduction to the field as well 
as the manager 'who needs 
an infonnation base for 
policy decisions on program 
development. 
Instructors for the course 
are Dr. Dale Pollack, UMR 
visiting professor of elec-
trical engineering and Dr. 
Joseph C. Palais (special 
guest lecturer), professor of 
electrical engineering at 
Arizona State University. 
Van Doren to head resource center 
Participants in the course 
will learn about the working 
principles of fiber optics 
wave guides, detectors, 
transmitters and couplers 
and the different types of 
fiber opJical systems. for 
communications, computer 
links and control systems. 
They also will become 
familiar with common 
system components such as 
fiber types, couplers and 
connectors. 
During the last session. 
For UMR grads 
Fee for the course is $550 
and includes textbook, 
course notes and a complete 
working fiber optics link that 
includes a transmitter, 
receiver and fiber optics 
cable. Also included is a 
banquet and a float trip. 
For technical infonnation 
contact either Pollace, 315 
Engineering Research 
Laboratory, University of 
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo. 
65401, phone: 314-341-4677, or 
Knopp, 218 Electrical 
Engineering, University of 
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo. 
65401, phone: 314-341-4539. 




The average starting 
salary for University of 
Missouri-Rolla· May 
graduates continues to 
climb. Beginning monthly 
salaries are again up 12 
percent over last May's 
figures, reports Career 
Development and 
Placement Director L: R. 
Nuss. 
"This is another record for 
starting salaries," Nuss said 
of the May graduates. "Our 
interview activity is up, the 
demand for tJMR students is 
high - so everything is 
looking very good. " 
Nuss said the placement 
office is seeing about the 
same pattern as 1980, with 
energy-related companies 
making approximately 50 
percent of the job offers. 
"With energy problems 
continuing to face the United 
States, our graduates are in 
top demand and are able to 
command top dollar," Nuss 
noted. "Our overall number 
of interviews is up almost 10 
percent, so it is easy to see 
that many companies are 
very interested in the UMR 
graduate." 
Petroleum engineers with 
bachelor's degrees con-
tinued to be the highest paid 
graduates, receiving a 
record starting salary of 
$2,262 per month. This was 
up from a May 1980 figure of 
$1,964 per month. 
Chemical engineers with 
bachelor's degrees were 
second on the pay scale with 
an average of $2,180 starting . 
salary per month, while 
'mining engineers were third 
at $2,121. 
Amo~g science majors, 
the highest demand con-
tinued to be for computer 
scientists, now averaging 
$1,787 per month. 
"Counting all pennanent 
and summer job interviews, 
UMR's placement office is 
now serving 1,300 students a 
year, and conducting over 
15,000 interviews," Nuss 
said. "We are seeing an 
excellent pattern develop 
and I look for it to continue, 
with the UMR graduate in 
fine shape regarding the job 
market." 
SOURCE: OPI 
Dr. Thomas P. Van Doren 
has been appointed acting 
director of the Renewable 
Resources Research Center 
at the University of 
Missouri-Rolla effective 
Sept. 1. The center coor-
dinates UMR research ef-
forts in various areas of 
renewable resources such as 
biomass, solar, wind, 
rainfall, geothennal and 
ocean gradients. 
In addition, it addresses 
such matters as tran-
sportation systems, con-
servation, energy systems 
and storage, economic and 
sociological impact and 
environmental protection as 
they relate to renewable 
resources. 
"I'm pleased that Dr. Van 
. Doren accepted this 
leadership position," said 
Dr. Robert L. Davis, dean of 
the UMR School of 
Engineering. "He has been 
active with Vr. Jack Boone 
of the UMR electrical 
engineering department in 
the development of active 
photovoltaics, and it is ex-
pected that he will continue 
his own research as well as 
assist in the development of 
additional projects in the 
Renewable Resources 
Research Center." 
Van Doren, an 'associate 
professor of electrical 
engineering, joined the UMR 
faculty in 1967. Prior to that 
he served with the U.S. 
Army Security Agency from 
1963-65 and worked as a 
microwave systems 
engineer with Collins Radio 
Company, Dallas, Texas, 
from 1965--67. 
He holds B.S. (1962), M.S. 
(1963) and Ph.D. (1969) 
. degrees in electrical 
engineering from UMR. His 
primary areas of interest in 
the field are elec-
tromagnetics, electronics 
and electrochemistry. 





The University of Missouri 
system Board of Curators, 
on June 26, authorized the 
purchase for $150,000 of a 
computerized online catalog 
system for the University 
libraries. The system will 
enable students, faculty and 
staff on all of the campuses 
to use a computer terminal 
to find out instantly what 
materials are available on 
any of the four campuses. 
With the system, in-
formation currently in the 
card catalogs of the libraries 
on ' the four campuses would 
be stored and retrieved from 
the computer already owned 
by the University. 
The recommended 
programming system would 
be purchased from the 
Washington Library Net-
work, a Washington state 
agency, for $150,000. The 
Washington system was 
selected because it is a good 
basic system for storing and 
retrieving bibliographic 
information, and it has the 
capacity for future ex-
pansion, says James Corey, 
UM library systems 
specialist. 
Eventually the computer 
system could take over the 
ordering and circulation 
functions of the libraries, as 
well as joining UM with 
other libraries in a national 
infonnation system. 
Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers, the 
American Society for 
Engineering Education, the 
Electrochemical Society and 
the International Solar 
Energy Society. He also is a 
registered professional 
engineer in Missouri. 
In addition to receiving 
Outstanding Teacher 
Awards for the 1972-73 and 
1975-76 academic years, Van 
Doren is a member of Eta 
Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi, Phi 
Kappa Phi and Sigma Xi. 
He has served on the 
Electrical Engineering 
Graduate Affairs Committee 
and the School of 
Engineering Planning and 
Advisory Committee. He 
also is the author of 
numerous scholarly and 
technical papers. 
Photography taught at UMR 
SOURCE: OPI 
A three-hour credit course, 
Photography: Theory and 
Practice, will be taught at 
the University of Missouri-
Rolla Sept. 15 through Dec. 
10 . 
Classes will meet every 
Tuesday and Thursday from 
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at G-4 
Library. 
The course is an in-
troduction to photographic 
communication. It includes 
a study of basic camera 
controls, black-and-white 
film and print processing, 
the use of 35mm and larger 
format cameras and 
photographiC history and 
aesthetics. 
The instructor for the 
course is Ernest Gutierrez, 
photographer for the Office 
of Public Information at 
UMR and a graduate of 
UMR and the New York 
Institute of Photography. 
For more infonnation or to 
register contact Ernest 
Gutierrez, Office of Public 
Information, University of 
Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo. 
65401 , phone (314) 341-4262, 
or Frank Haston, ' coor-
dinator, 107 Mining Building, 
University of Missouri-
Rolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401, 
phone: 314-341-4204. 
This course is an activity 
of the Continuing Education 
Department, College of Arts 
and Sciences. 
G&D STEAK HOUSE 
8 oz. Chuck Steak 
6 oz. Ribeye 
8 oz. Filet 
7 oz. Ham Steak 
10 oz. Top Sirloin 
12 oz. K.C. Strip 








Includes baked potato or fries and Texas toast. . 
Free Ice Cream With Every Meal. 
G&D Steak House 
Open 7 days a week 11:00 a.m.-9:00 p .m . 
- Fo rum Plaza Shopping Center 
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Dr. Hatheway wins award 
SOURCE:OPI 
Dr. "Allen W. Hatheway, 
professor of geological 
engineering at the 
University of Missourl-
Rolla, has been named the 
1981 recipient of the E.B. 
Burwell Jr. Memorial 
Award for Outstanding 
Contributions to 
Engineering Geology. 
The award, wJ:lich was 
established by The 
Geological Society of 
America in 1969, recognizes 
Hatheway's extensive in-
volvement and ac-
complishments in the ap-
plication of geology to the 
siting of nuclear power 
plants. It will be presented at 
the SOCiety's annual meeting 
in Cincinnati, Ohio, this 
November and will consist of 
an honorarium and a cer-
tificate. 
Hatheway received an 
A.B. in geology from the 
University of California at 
Los Angeles in 1961, an M.S. 
in geological engineering 
from the University of 
Arizona in 1966 and a Ph.D. 
in geological engineering 
with a civil engineering 
minor from University of 
Arizona in 1971. 
He has served on the 
faculties of the University of 
Southern California, where 
he taught soil mechanics 
from 1971-74, and Boston 
University, where he 
specialized in engineering 
geology, from 1971H11. 
He has worked in the areas 
of porphyry copper ex-
ploration, rock mechanics 
instrumentation and 
laboratory testing of soils. 
He also practiced 
geotechnical engineering 
and geological engineering 
in Los Angeles and San 
Francisco, where he was a 
member of several well-
known consulting firms. 
SWE announces new officers 
SOURCE:OPI 
Officers for the 1981-82 
academic year have been 
announced by the University 
of Missouri-Rolla chapter of 
the Society of Women 
Engineers. 
, They are: President - Sue 
Morris, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert Morris, 704 
Montgomery, Lee's Summit. 
A senior in chemical 
engineering, Sue is vice 
presjdent of Omega Chi 
Epsilon, chemical 
engineering national honor 
society and a member of the 
student chapter of the 
American Institute of 
Chemical Engineers, the 
UMR Parachute Club and a 
social fraternity little sister 
group. 
Vice president - Becky 
Kovarik, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Clifford V. 
Kovarik, Oakland Star 
Route, Lebanon. Becky is a 
junior in mechanical 
engineering. She is chair-
person of the student chapter 
of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers, 
serves on the Student Union 
Board and is a member of 
the student chapter of the 
Society of Automotive 
Engineers, Stardusters 
(Kappa Sigma social 
fraternity little sister group) 
and other campus groups. 
She is an undergraduate 
assistant in engineering 
technology. 
Corresponding secretary 
- Paula Kovarik, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford V. 
Kovarik, Oakland Star 
Route, Lebanon. Paula is a 
sophomore in petroleum 
engineering. She is a 
member of the Women's 
Soccer Club, the Society of 
Petroleum Engineers, the 
Stardusters (little sisters 
group of Kappa Sigma social 
fraternity) and other 
campus organizations. 
Secretary-treasw'er 
Lynn Murray, 9154 Glencrest 
Drive, Crestwood. Lynn is a 
sophomore in computer 
science. She is a member of 
the Association for Com-
puting MaChinery and 
Stardusters (Kappa Sigma 
social fraternity little sister 
group). She plays on in-
tramural teams and sings in 
the University Choir. 
Resume book editor -
Lynn Vandervelden, 11719 
Troose, Kansas City. A 
junior in computer science, 
Lynn is a member of Kappa 
Mu EpSilon, mathematics 
honor fraternity, and of the 
UMR Parachute Club. 
CEA reports initial success 
SOURCE:CEA 
The summer semester was 
the first active semester for 
UMR Cooperative Education 
Association. The association 
met formally every other 
week and informally on the 
off weeks and weekends. The 
enthusiasm of the executive 
committee and the 35 active 
members led to the for-
mulation of future 
association goals, as well as, 
a barbecue, float trip, 
waterslide party, and 
numerous visits to local 
drinking establishments. 
During the upcoming 
semester: A co-op 
scholarship program will be 
started, a newsletter on club 
activities will be printed, 
company representatives 
will talk at the meetings, 
social activities and much, 
much more. 
All former, current, and 
future co-ops, as well as, 
persons interested in co-op 
are invited to attend all 
meetings and activities. 
UMR offers 'in house' training 
SOURCE: OPI 
The University of 
Missouri-Rolla has added in-
house training to its Coatings 
Continuing Education 
program. 
Companies that wish to 
train at least 10 of their 
employees without having to 
send them to a conference 
now can arrange to have any 
of eight coatings short 
courses taught at their own 
facility. In addition, special 
courses can be designed to 
meet a company's specific 
needs. 
The first of these in-house 
courses will be offered from 
Sept. 14-17 at Southern 
Coatings and Chemical 
Company in Sumter, S.C. 
John A Gordon Jr., director 
of Coatings Continuing 
Education and UMR lec-
turer in chemistry, will 
teach the course (Advanced 
Paint Formulation). 
Courses which are offered 
as part "Of the in-house 
program are: Introduction 
to Composition of Coatings, 
Introduction to Paint For-
mulation, Advanced Paint 
Formulation, Physical 
Testing of Paints, Refresher 
for Painting Contractors, 
Estimating Workshop for 
Painting Contractors, New 
Concepts of Innovation in 
Coatings and Industrial 
Market Research for the 
Chemical Industry. 
In addition to its new in-
house training program, 
UMR offers about 12 
coatings short courses each 
year on campus and in cities 
around the country. These 
courses cover trade sales, 
industrial coatings, 
management and 
deyelopment. CoUrses also 
are offered for contractors 
and maintenance painters. 
Ordinances from page 1 
Elm St. with no questions 
asked. 
According to Steve Hargis, 
Assistant City Engineer, the 
sign collection at the end of 
last spring semester was 
successful. Forty signs were 
collected and are valued at 
approximately $400. This 
semester 4 or 5 more signs 
have been turned in. As of 
yet, no one has been fined for 
the possession of signs. 
All persons operating a 
vehicle in Rolla will display 
a city sticker. This includes 
stUdents who drive cars 
registered in their own 
name. If the student drives a 
car registered in his parents' 
name in some other town 
then a sticker is not 
necessary. A full year 
. sticker is not necessary. The 
city sells stickers that are 
good from now until Dec. 31 
for $1.75. If a student has 
been in Rolla for more than 
thirty days without a sticker 
then he or "she will be fined. 
It is not certain what the 
amount of the fine will be but 





3D-step programmable scientific 
calculator with 15 parentheses and 9 
statistical functions. High visibility 
8-digit. scientific notation. 8 man-
tissa/2 exponent LCD. 7 memories 
plus Safe Guard.T>' Scientific functions: 
trigonometric. inverse trigonometric. 
logarithmic. degrees. radians. gradiants 
and degrees to decimal. Statistical func-
tions: data. correct data. number of sam-
Reg. $39.95 
ples. ~x. mean. ~x". 
standard deviation. 
Automatic Power-Off. 
Vinyl wallet with 
scratch pad. batteries 
and instruction book. 
IUD, HUD, LTD, 
CIA, NfL, IRA ... 
whkh featUrE would you rather 
haVE on ~ur cakulator? 
JDM'J 
Campus Book Store 
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We'll show you how ••• free. 
Would you like to: 
D Raise your grade average without long hours 
oyer texts. 
D End all-night cramming sessions. 
D Breeze through all your :studying in as little as 
1/ 3 the time. 
D Have more free time to enjoy yourself. 
DRead 3 to 10 times faster, with better con-
centration , understanding, and recall. 
Evelyri Wood'sreadingsystem makesitall possible. 
Evelyn Wood works - over 1 million people, 
including students, executives, senators, and even 
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demon-
stration will show you how to save hundreds of 
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to 
increase your speed immediately with some simple 
new reading techniques) . 
It only takes an hour, and it's free. Don't miss it. 
EvelynWoociAD 
will open your eyes. 
ATTEND ANY ONE OF OUR FREE DEMONSTRATION LESSONS 
TUESDAY 
SEPT. 8 





4:00 P.M. - ' 7:00 P.M. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST 
MISSOURI ROOM 
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$70,000 awarded 
Schearer receives grant 
SOURCE:OPI 
Dr. Laird Schearer, a 
Rolla campus physics 
professor whose lifetime 
work has centered on un-
derstanding the properties of 
electrical discharges In 
gasious media, has received 
the University of Missouri's 
second annual $10,000 
Presidential Research 
Award to support his con-
tinuing research. 
UM President James C. 
Olson made the award May 
20 after a review committee, 
composed of faculty from 
the four UM campuses, 
unanimously recommended 
Dr. Schearer for the award. 
The president also an-
nounced that an additional 
$961,992 will be used to fund 
research projects 
throughout the four-campus 
system. 
These projects and the 
presidential award are 
supported by Investment 
Income on proceeds from the 
1979 sale of the University's 
Weldon Spring property. 
Investment Income is being 
used to support scholarly, 
artistic and creative in-
struction-related activities 
of UM faculty. 
This year the Columbia 
campus will receive $253,578, 
UM-Kansas City $202,241, 
UM-Rolla $188,671 and UM-
St. Louis $204,952. 
Five other multi-campus 
research proposals also 
were funded. 
Dr. Schearer joined the 
UMR faculty In 1971 after a 
distinguished career as an 
Industrial scientist with 
Texas Instruments, Inc. He 
joined the corporation's 
research laboratories In 
1959, when Texas In-
struments was just begin-
ning to emerge as a world 
leader In solid state physics. 
At Texas Instruments, 
Schearer started work that 
he continues today - a 
detailed study of the 
quantum mechanical 
properties of helium atoms 
and their Interactions with 
other atomic and molecular 
systems. His early work In 
Texas led to the develop-
ment of the helium 
magnetometer, a device 
capable of measuring ex-
tremely small variations In 
the earth's magnetic field. 
The U.S. Navy currently 
uses the helium 
magnetometer to detect 
submarines. Other ap-
plications Include overland 
oil exploration and detection 
of magnetic storms. In more 
exotic realms, the device has 
been used to search 
pyramids In Egypt for 
hidden rooms. 
Schearer also is credited 
with developing the world's 
first polarized gas target for 
nuclear scatter ing ex-
periments In the field of 
nuclear physics. 
Hughes Research 
Laboratories In California 
currently is using Schearer's 
research to develp a "suPer 
gyroscope" that will have a 
much higher sensitivity than 
any similar Instrument now 
available and will lead to 
more accurate navigational 
instruments. 
At Rolla, Schearer re-
established his laboratory 
with funding assistance from 
several federal agencies, 
Including the National 
Science Foundation, the 
Office of Naval Reaserch 
and the Office of Scientific 
Research. 
Much of Schearer's work 
at Rolla is long-range, ex-
ploratory research Involving 
the interaction of atoms with 
optical radiation and with 
other atoms in a gaseous 
electrical discharge. Such 
plasma processes have 
taken on a new importance 
as a result of the current 
intense interest in laser 
fUSion, high-current, low-
inductance switches, 
powerful gas lasers and 
efficient high-pressure 
lighting systems. 
The UMR research 
projects, which will receive 
allocation through the 
Weldon Spring Endowment 
Research Fund, and faculty 
involved are : Randy Moss, 
electrical engineering, 
"Pattern Recognitionas 
Applied to CAM (computer-
aided manufacturing) ; 
Robert Bell, physics, "Far 
Infrared Transmission in 
Transparent Soft· 
Polyethylene" ; Rodney 
Lentz, civil engineering, 
"Behavior of Compacted 
Soil"; John Sheffield, 
mechanical and aero-space 
engineering, "Solidification 
of a Low Temperature Phase 
Changes Material (PCM)"; 
Oliver Sitton, chemical 
engineering, "Experimental 
Investigation of Extractive 
Fermentation Using an 
Immoblized-Cell Reactor"; 
Argyle Gillies, mining 
engineering, and Dale 
Elifrits, geological 
engineering, "Using Stable 
Earth Temperatures for Air 
Tempering" ; Jagdish G. 
Patel, mathematics, 
"Development of Statistical 
Models for Atmospheric 
Dispersion. " 
Ronda Hageman, social 
sciences (economiCS), "On 
Lancaster's Theory of 
Consumer Utility" ; Thomas 
Wicks, engineering 
mechanics, "A Non-
Classical Finite Element 
Method for Impact 
Problems" ; Franklin 
Cheng, civil engineering, 
visit to the Harbin Civil 
Engineering Institute; 
Oliver Manuel, chemistry, 
"The IsotopiC Composition 
of Xenon"; Richard John-
son, mechanical 
engineering, "Development 
of Computer-Based Data 




Theoretical Investigations of 
Acoustic Power Losses"; 
Purush TerKonda, civil 
engineering, "Impact of 
Energy Conservation 
Measures on Indoor Air 
Pollutants"; David Dillard, 
engineering mechanics, 
"Uniaxial Tension Tests on 
Orthotropic Materials"; 
Larry Vonalt, visit to John 
Berryman Special Collection 
at the University of Min-
nesota at Minneapolis; 




frahuman Subjects"; Alfred 
Crosbie, mechanical 
engineering, "Thermal 
Modeling of Solar Ponds"; 




In an intercampus award, 
two UMC orthopedic 
surgeons, William Allen and 
Marion Harper, and two 
UMR engineers, J . Robert 
Betten (electrical) and 
Thomas Faucett 
(mechanical and 
aerospace), received $17,000 
to support an effort to 
develop improved 
laboratory techniques for 
testing various surgical 
methods of repairing spinal 
and hip fractures. The 
Columbia surgeons and 
Rolla's Electronics 
see page 7 
UMR's new Cedar Street Center (Photo by Gieseke) 
UMR oNe,s new cou,se 
SOURCE: OPI 
The University of 
Missouri-Rolla will offer a 
three-hour credit course on ' 
"Basic Parliamentary 
Procedure" during the fall 
semester. 
Classes will begin Sept. 15 
and will meet from 6:30 to 
9:30 p.m. each Tuesday until 
Dec. 15 in 101 Humanities-
Social Sciences Building. 
The course is designed for 
anyone holding business 
meetings of any size. 
Through the study of 
procedures and role playing, 
participants will learn how 
to conduct meetings with 
speed and efficiency. Time 
will be spent on the proper 
statement of motions, use of 
motions and kinds of motions 
necessary to the deliberation 
procedure . . 
Instructor for the course is 
Stephen Douglas, associate 
dean of Arts and Sciences 
Continuing Education at 
UMR. Douglas is a 
registered parliamentarian. 
Fee for the course is $36.25 
per credit hours or a total of 
$108.75 for the course. 
Preregistration is requested. 
To register or for further 
nn' 
information, write or call 
Frank Haston, coordinator, 
Arts and Sciences Con-
tinuing Education, 107 
Mining Building, University 
of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo. 




Extra full-featured "Programmable" scientific 
calculator with built-in statistics functions 
• Store up to 38 program steps built up from 
any o f the 507's scient ific functions. 
• 15 levels of parentheses with up to 7 pending 
operat ions. 
• Easy-to-read 10-digit liquid crystal display . 
• SCientific nota tion (8-digit mantissa, 2-digit 
exponen t). 
• Memory Sa fe-G uard '· feature (protects all 
stored data and/ or p rogram steps even when 
power IS off). 
• Comes In ItS own at trac tive wallet. 
Campus Book Store 
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Your ancestors 
On. file at UMR 
SOURCE:OPI 
If your ancestors lived in 
this area during the last half 
of the last century, there's a 
good chance something 
about them is recorded 
somewhere in the 38 volumes 
of genealogical records 
compiled by the Rev. John J. 
Watts. 
And if you'd like to find out 
more, visit the University of 
Missouri-Rolla office of the 
Joint Collection of the 
University of Missouri 
Western Historical 
Manuscript Collection and 
the State Historical Society 
of Missouri Manuscripts on 
the ground floor of UMR's 
Wilson Library. 
Thanks to two of Watts' 
great grandchildren, Mrs. 
Erma Homyk and Mrs. 
Louise Tankersley, Rolla, 
the entire records have been 
microfilmed and are on file 
at the UMR office. To see 
them, corne to the UMR 
office during regular office 
hours, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. week-
days, for information, call 
341-4874. 
Mark Stauter, who is in 
charge of the Rolla office, 
says that this group of 
notebooks is especially 
significant. 
"The collection covers 
Phelps, Pulaski, Maries, and 
parts of Texas and Dent 
CountieS," he says. "Watts 
traveled extensively along 
the Piney and Gasconade 
Rivers, conducting funerals 
and church meetings and 
performing marriages. He 
was a avid genealogist, and 
wherever be went, he 
gathered as much in: 
formation as he could. He 
apparently began compiling 
data about 1874, but he also 
gathered information on 
settlers on an earlier day. " 
The Watts collection is one 
of 65 either filmed or on file 
at the UMR office, which 
was opened a little over a 
year ago. In addition to 
Stauter, the staff includes 
John Bradbury, manuscript 
specialist. 
Stauter says that, as the 
acquisitions increase, the 
picture of an earlier life in 
the area takes on an-
thenticity and color. "We are 
finding in these old books 
and letters historical in-
formation you can't find 
anywhere else, " Stauter 
says. "They give us a picture 
of ordinary people going 
about their daily business." 
For example, there's the 
1901 Financial Statement for 
Phelps County, compiled by 
B.H. Rucker, county clerk. 
Total receipts for that year 
were $22,347, and total ex-
penditures were $14,273. 
These included such entries 
as "waiting on smallpox 
patients, $10 each; coffin for 
burying person, $6; keeping 
county paupers, $76. " 
Advertisements included 
one of Crandell House, which 
boast as being "near Frisco 
Station Everything 
Strictly First Class'" fot $2 a 
day. 
Just reading the 
acquisitions list gives a 
fascinating glimpse of life in 
another day. 
There are letters horne 
from soldiers in two wars -
the Civil War and World War 
I; there are church records 
from Shannodale; records of 
lead and barite mining near 
Potosi; and from Ste. 
Genevieve are manuscript 
records and ledgers of 
stores, mines, and even an 
. antebellum academy. 
Stauter says, "We've 
received especially good 
material from Ste. 
Genevieve, probably 
because there Is a strong 
emphasis on historical 
preservation, and people in 
that area are accustomed to 
saving old things and looking 
at them as being of poSsible 
historical value. 
"The success of a 
historical manuscript 
repository like ours depends 
on people paying attention -
to old papers and books -
and not th~owing such things 
away," he adds. 
In saving documents, 
Stauter says, "Age is nice-
but not necessary." He cites 
material on recent local 
elections which may be of 
interest to future historians. 
"We are interested in 
previously unpublished 
materials historical 
papers - and not artifacts, 
such as clothing," Stauter 
see page 8 
~arafter year, semester after semester, 
the mlleg-e plan from Fidelity Union Life 
is the most accepted, most popular life insurance program 
on campuses all over America. 
Find out why. 
Call the Fidelitv Union Life 
Field A,,,ociate' in )'our area: 
Rich Meier Mark Davis 
717 Pine Suite 201 
(aboH' Scutt's Bookstore) 
364·5268 
MISSOURI MINER 
"Keep them doggies rolun." (Photo by Braun) 
Schearer from page 6 
Research Center already 
have the project underway, 
but the grant helps formalize 
the arrangement. UMC 
medical students and UMR 
engineering students are 
part of the research and 
development team effort. 
Allen, director of the project, 
says one of its strengths is 
uniting students from the 
two disciplines, in 
meaningful problem-solving 
activities. 
Three chemists, Fred Ross 
of the UM Research Reac-
tor, Elmer Schlemper of 
UMC, and Gary Long of 
UMR, received $10,000 in 
another intercampus award 
fer a basic research project 
attempting a new method of 
obtaining and analyzing 
quantitative information 
about the relationship of 
electron density distribution 
in a chemical bond to the 
molecular structure, 
physical properties and 
chemical reactivity of a 
material. The new method 
uses a combination of x-ray, 
neutron and gamma-ray 
diffraction data obtained by 
the three chemists. The 
grant supports a direct 
research interaction bet-
ween the three in applying a 
new approach to the 
modeling of the bonding in 
transition metal complexes, 
an interaction that will 






Dr . J oseph M. Marchello, 
chancellor of the University 
of Missouri-Rolla has been 
elected president of 
Missouri 's Council on Public 
Higher Education (COPHE) 
for the 1981-82 fiscal year. 
COPHE is composed of the 
presidents and chancellors 
of Missouri 's state univer-
sities and colleges. The 
group meets six times a year 
to discuss cornmon concerns 
and issues in higher 
education. 
Institutions participating 
in COPHE are : the 
University of Missouri 
(central adminlstration and 
the Rolla, Columbia, Kansas 
City and St. Louis cam-
puses), Central Missouri 
' State University, Harris-
Stowe State College, Lincoln 
University, Missouri 
Southern State College, 
Missouri Western State 
College, Northeast Missouri 
State University, Northwest 
Missouri State University, 
Southeast . Missouri State 
University and Southwest 
Missouri State University. 
Come on out 
to where the 
fun times roiL 
r ~ 
UMR Bowling Team 
Tryouts 
Sept. 10th 9:30 p.m. ' 
Join Us For 
"Happy Hour" 
Tues.-Fri. 3:30-6:00 & Sat. 1 :30-6:00 
Pitchers $2.25 
Colonial Lanes, Inc. 
Bus. loop 1-44 West 
364-4124 
The Diehl Montgomery 
Student inance Ian 
(The Originator of the Student Finance 
Plan in this Area) 
This plan allow s the students upon approved credits and 
job, to buy a new car with noth ing down and payments of 
$25.00 per month until you are on the job. This plan is not 
new. Diehl Montgomery has sold over 1000 new cars and 
trucks to graduating students this way. See us for the 
details. Also you can use your own insl:'rance or ours. 
This allows the graduating students to have a new car 
before he graduates when he really needs it. 
"This is a special discount program for students. We will be 
glad to quote you a price on any Ford lincoln Mercury 
product ." 
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Last word, late 
Last semester a student 
voiced his opinion on the 
length of time it was taking 
to paint the Mining Building. 
This led to a response from 
the Physical Plant, which 
led to another letter from the 
student, Bret Collier. 
Here is a letter, from the 
painters themselves, that 




Having read Mr. Collier's 
latest comments in the 
Miner, we feel at least one 
more letter is necessary. 
Mr. Collier, we're . sure 
that your three years of part 
time summer employment 
in the painting (and related~ 
trades, would give you some 
ability to discuss how much 
time it should take to do a 
certain job, but that it cer-
tainly wouldn't qualify you 
as any sort of expert on the 
subject. Your assertion that 
one college freshman could 
completely paint the outside 
of the Mining Building in 40 
hours was and still is ab-
solutely ridiculous. There 
are 225 windows and 10 doors 
in the Mining Building and 
they all had to have two 
coats of paint. So if you 
compute that out, to do all of 
that in 40 hours you would 
have about 12 minutes to 
spend on each one. In that 12 
minutes you would have to 
scrape, sand, glaze and 
apply two coats of paint. And 
that's not allowing any time 
at all for gutters, down-
spouts or overhangs. Now 
come on SUPERMAN, you 
must admit, not even you are 
that fast. If you are even 
anywhere near that fast, you 
are pursuing the wrong 
career. There are a world 
full of houses out there 
waiting to be painted by you. 




Deacon, Popcorn, Tarpin 
UMR Painters 
Words from Congress 
Bailey reports 
Congressman Wendell 
Bailey (R-Mo.) reports that 
Congress and President 
Reagan will receive studies 
on portions of the Guaran-
teed Student Loan Program, 
among other areas of 
student financial assistance, 
within the year. 
Student Loan program. 
Bailey says the 12-member 
commission 's role is one of 
"dignity more than political 
consideration" in the serious 
business of recommending a 
policy of student financial 
assistance. He added : 
" We'll be taking a look at the 
trends in future aid 
assistance needs and ex-
ploring the charges of fraud 
and abuse within the current 
federal student assistance 
programs." 
Congressman Bailey will 
serve on the commission for 
the duration of the 97th 
Congress. 
By BOB KOENIG 
A largely engineering and 
technical school like UMR 
offers many unique op-
portllnities to its students. 
Take myself for instance. 
I'm currently in charge of 
editorial development for 
the Miner, working at 
KMNR on a production team 
developing radio comedy 
broadcasts (our first show is 
tonight at 6:30 p.m. so "tune 
us in and we'll turn you on") 
and involved with the 
theater arts. 
At a larger school, say 
Columbia, journalism 
majors would run the 
newspaper (as a part of 
classes), media and theater 
majors would run the radio 
comedy, and the theater arts 
department would have no 
need of many engineering 
students like myself. 
My point? We technical 
students at UMR are 
provided, at least for the 
time being, with op-
portunities in fields outside 
our majors that just don't 
exist at larger schools. 
I personally did not get 
involved with outside 
acitivities at UMR until my 
junior year. If you new fresh-
men can get yourselves 
involved now, you will have 
time to try a number of 
different things and still 
work your way "up" in an 
organization before you 
graduate. 
Consider the possibilities. 
Our student government is 
not dominated by political 
science majors and pre-law 
students. The current 
president is an electrical 
engineer. Our Student Union 
Board is not overrun with 
recreation and public 
relations majors, it's 
president is also an 
engineer. 
Time may be running out 
on this fabulous offer!! The 
growth of the media 
department and the 
development of a slate of 
theater arts classes has 
already greatly charged (for 
the better it seems, but what 
about the future?) these 
66Sense; money": 
cute and clever 
Dear Editor: 
I found the article in last 
week's Miner, "Show Some 
Sense; Save Some Money," 
very annoying. Since the 
Dean of Students seems to 
feel it is necessary to start 
the school year off with 
"advice" to the students, 
cautioning us on the criminal 
pitfalls ahead, why is the 
message hidden behind 
meaningless cliches and 
corny sayings? Some 
passages tried so hard to be 
cute and clever that the 
meaning was totally lost. 
For instance, what are 
macho mobiles and cop-pop 
art? I hope in the future 
when the Dean addresses the 
students he will do so in a 
forthright, direct manner. 
Lisa Gallagher 
Ancestors from page 7 
says. 
He shudders at the thought 
of significant materials thay 
may be gathering mildew in 
a basement - or worse yet 
- be thrown away. 
"The Western Manuscript 
Collection offers a safe place 
with controlled tem-
perature and humidity -
where these documents may 
be preserved," he says. 
If the owner wishes to keep 
the documents, Stauter and 
Bradbury would like for 
them to be microfilmed for 
the collection here. 
"By keeping the history of 
this area 'at home' in a 
central location, they are 
accessible to everyone. We 
hope anyone interested in 
history will take advantage 
of it," he adds. 
The studies will be 
provided by the National 
Commission on Student 
Financial ASSistance, of 
which Bailey is a member. 
The group outlined their 
area of study for the next 
year at a planning meeting 
recently. As mandated by 
law, the corrumSSlOn 
established four areas of 
study to be completed by 
August 25th, 1982. 
The areas of study are: 
1. A study of the 
Guaranteed Student Loan 
insurance premium. 
Alex Pizza Palace 
2. A study of the special 
allowance provision of the 
GSL. 
3. A study to determine of 
student eligibility for 
financial assistance should 
include provisions which 
would require that a student 
complete successfully a 
specified portion of the 
workload for which 
assistance was received by 
the student. 
4. A study concerning the 
recapture of interest subsidy 
payments in the Guaranteed 
122 W. 8th Street Rolla 
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.·2 P.M. 
-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI 
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH 
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas 
364-2669 or 364m9878 
'nnn 
departments. Rumors have 
already been circulated 
about people in the English 
department who would like 
to take control of the Miner 
away from its student staff. 
Our economics, English, 
and social science depart-
ments are also expanding. 
Students in these depart-
ments generally have more 
free time than technical 
majors. If further expansion 
continues, many areas of 
student life once dominated 
by our technical stUdents 
could become exclusive. 
School should, of course, 
be your number one priority. 
The results of ignoring 
school for outside activities I 
am all too personnally aware 
of. However, involvement in 
outside acitivities gives 
valuable experience in 
organizational and in-
terpersonal skills. The value 
of such activities on a 
resume, as well as the stress 
relief potential, cannot be 
ignored. 
Speaking directly to our 
freshmen: The sooner you 
get involved the better the 
chance that you'll be able to 
develop a balanced schedule 
. of activities and studying. 
Your class load is probably 
lighter than any time this 
side of .your senior year. 
Involvement in outside clubs 
and activites is the best way 
to meet people with like 
interests outside your dorm 
or fraternity and can get you 
invited to a lot of great 
parties. 
In short, "go for itl" You 
only go 'round once (except 
in Physics 24) and you need 
all the gusto you can squeeze 
out of this dry hole. 
___ SHARP __ -. 
46 scientific 
functions at your 
fingertips 
MODEL EL-506 
Extra Full-Featured Scientific Calculator with 
Built-In Statistics Functions 
• Some of the 46 SCientifi c functions performed 
at the touch of a key are: hyperboliC (sinh. 
COsh. tanh) and their Inverses; trigonomet ric 
(s in. cos. tan) and their Inverses; rec tangula ri 
polar coord inate conversions; exponen tia l 
(base 10 and base e) and their Inverses 
(logarithms) . power (y\) and ItS Inverse (""x root 
o f y .. ); factorial (nl) ; mean. sum. and standard 
deViation . 
• 3 levels of parentheses Wi th up to 4 pending 
operat ions. 
• Scienti fi c notation (8-digit mantissa. 2-dlgl t 
exponent) . 
• Comes In its own attractive wal let. 
Reg. $25 .00 
Campus Book· Store 
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This is your radio station 
GROUNDWAVES 
For those of you who are 
new here, for those of you 
who have been around, but 
unaware, and fOI: those of 
you who didn't care, we are 
your radio station KMNR 
89.7 FM stereo. 
Every semester when the 
university sucks your 
billfold dry, so you can be a 
candidate for a nervous 
breakdown at this Institution 
of Higher Ineptitude, you are 
charged a student activity 
fee. Included in this fee is 
payment for using the 
athletic facilities, yearbook, 
etc., etc., and a goodly little 
chunk that goes from each of 
you to us, KMNR. So it's 
intuitively obvious that this 
really is your radio station. 
Now, I use the term radio 
station very loosely. If you 
get to know what goes on 
inside your radio station, 
you'll find that KMNR isn't a 
bunch of tubes, wires, 
transistors, resistors, 
meters, etc., but a growing, 
changing sentient entity. 
This may sound a bit far-
fetched to the unlearned, but 
is blatantly obvious to all 
that become an organ in this 
entity KMNR. No one in-
dividual, or even group of 
individ\lals, is omnipresent 
at KMNR. Most people stay 
no more than three or four 
years, with the exception of 
a few sages that stay around 
for five or more years. 
KMNR just gobbles these 
people up, sucks them for all 
the creativity within them 
and finally shits them out on 
the real world. People eat 
food for energy, KMNR eats 
people. 
Like any other being, 
KMRN goes through many 
moods, some good, some 
bad. At the beginning of a 
semester KMNR is akin to 
someone waking up in the 
morning. They don't quite 
have their scene together, 
trying to focus on where 
they're supposed to go and 
what they're supposed to do. 
Then they get their act 
together and get into a 
certain mood. Sometimes 
they're real moody and will 
go through a lot of changes in 
a short period of time. Right 
now things are in somewhat 
of a shambles, but have no 
fear, we'll get our scene 
straight soon. In the 
meantime, stay tuned. 
Coming up this week: 
Monday night on the Artist 
Feature at 6 p.m. Mike 
Cogell will present three 
hours of Bob Seeger. Be sure 
to tune in every Monday 
night for the Artist Feature 
when a different DJ features 
3 hours of an artist. 
Tuesday nights at 8 p.m. 
the illiterate Steve Hendren 
features an album on 
"Classic Illiteratures". 
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. 
Aaron Loyd features an 
album on his show entitled 
Smoke Dreams. That cat is 
high! 
Next Sunday on Blues for 
Rolla, I'll be featuring 
Mance Lipscomb's "Texas 
Sharecropper and Songstep" 
at10p.m. 
There may be other album 
features during the week so 
stay tuned. Also, we try to 
feature as much of a variety 
of music as poSSible, so 
listen in at different times 
till you find the DJ whose 
taste in music is on the same 
line as yours. 
Since this is your radio 
station, let us know what you 
think. Ideas, suggestions, 
complaints and com-
plements are also welcome, 
so write us, call us or come 
see us. Feedback!! Feed-
back!! 
Until a later date, keep the 
music in your soul. 
You can't lose what 
You ain't never had 
Dr. DeRanged 
Need something to 
do? Join SUB 
Are you, the UMR 
students, lacking activities 
or want to get involved on 
campus? Then why not join a 
Student Union Board 
committee. SUB offers six 
committees consisting of 
Fine Arts, Indoor 
Recreation, Outdoor 
Recreation, Special Events, 
Concerts, and Social. You 
may pick up applications 
from any director or officer 
or at the SUB office, 217 
University Center-West. 
Committee meetings are as 
follows: 
Fine Arts - September 
3rd, 6:30p.m., SUB office. 
Concerts - September 
9th, 6:30 p.m., Meramec 
Room. 
Indoor Recreation 
(Photo by Vollmer) September 10th, 4:30 p.m., 
SUB office. 
Outdoor Recreation -
September 1st, 7:00 p.m., 
SUB office. 
Social - September 3rd, 
6:30 p.m., SUB office. 
Special Events - Sep-
tember 2nd, 4:30 p.m., SUB 
office. 
Upcoming events for SUB 
are the Alpha Omega 
Players presenting Nell 
Simon's "Chapter Two" at 
the Cedar Street Theater on 
September lOth at 8:00 p.m. 
A movie "Oh, God" will be 
shown September 13th at 
4:00 and 6:30 p.m. in Cen-
tennial Hall. On September 
11th a coffeehouse featuring 
Walt Jenkins on guitar will 
be held on the Hockey Puck, 
weather permitting. 
Performing Arts Series presents pianist 
Rivers to open season 
SOURCE: OPI 
Pianist James Rivers will 
open UMR's 1981-82 Campus 
Performing Arts Series with 
a concert at 8 p.m. Tuesday, 
Sept. 15, at the Cedar Street 
Center, Seventh and Cedar 
Streets. 
Rivers Is currently a 
member of the faculty of 
Washburn University, where 
he was appointed the first 
"resident pianist" in the 
school's ll5-year history. He 
Four FreecIoms Award 
banquet in honor of the later 
President John F. Kennedy. 
Tickets for Rivers's 
performance are available 
at Logos Bookstore, 708 Pine 
St.; Books 'N' Things, 
Forum Plaza, and the 
Cashier's Office, G-6 Parker 
Hall. After Sept. 1, tickets 
also may be purchased at the 
Cedar Street Center Box 
Office. The cost is $2.50 for 
students and retirees and $5 
for all others. 
phony Orchestra, April 26. 
Season tickets are 
available through UMR 
music, 105 Harris Hall, 
UMR, Rolla, Mo. 65401, 
phone: 4185. The cost is $14 
for students and retirees and 
$28 for all others. 
The UMR Campus Per-
forming Arts Series is made 
possible with assistance 
from the Mid-America Arts 
Alliance and the Missouri 
Arts Council. 
also has taught at North S 
Texas State University, the In addition to Rivers' Set Your ights 
Inspiration Point Fine Arts concert, the Campus Per-
Colony in Arkansas and the forming Arts Series will 
National Music Camp at feature six other per-
Interlochen, Mich. formances. They are: 
A prize-winner in two "Picnic" performed by the 
national piano contests, he Missouri Repertory Theatre, 
was a scholarship student at Oct. 6; the Beaux Arts Trio, 
North Texas State Oct. 13; violinist Ida Levin, 
University, where he later Nov. 10; the Arirang Korean 
held a graduate fellowship. Folk Festival, Feb. 15; "The 
He was awarded the artist Subject was Roses" per-
diploma from the Julliard formed by the Arkansas 
School after one year of Repertory Theatre, March September 25 1981 
study. 30, and the St. Louis Sym- ' 
so~~stma~~thhis ~:bU~:a: r.xc;~,::~:::.:~-& D' Supplies 
Symphony Orchestra at the ~ 
age of 18. A year later he ~ ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY 
became a professional ac- ~ 
companist for Metropolitan~' 1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364·5581 ' 
Opera soprano Margaret 
Kalil and performed at the &~ ..... ~c:..~~~~c:~~ .. " 
2·09 TAVERN 
Ginny Davis, owner 
209 Lab every Friday afternoon! 
come in and make an "A" 
Come in and have a burger and an ice cold beer 






My broker is J. P. Sutton, and J. P. says .... (Photo by Farely) 
Top chapter in nation 
UMRTeke'saretops 
DOuBLE, pOUB1F TOI LAND TROUB 
FIRE BuRN AND CAULPRoN B\)BSl§· 
ToXIC WA§TE AND PCB§, 
BRING ON ~NFFERIN6 AND ... , 
DI§EA~E; 
ACID RAIN AND NUCtf.AR ,'" 
ILL~. 
INFE.CT ALL v-JITI.\ A~~,oRT(D 
'§)f'IU ... 'a 
!filCH INTo THE LAKE AND RIVE. 
Pol~PN SOfH lHE LUNCJ ANI? u.v£ 
§PRE.AD Tt-II §:J WA~T£ 
UPoN TH E LAND71'i;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;::~~~~~;;;::: 
INTO THE FLE~H 
OF CHILP AND MA 
BY TH E DAMAGE 
MAN I-lA~ DONE 
UMR STUDENTS 
To introduce you to our salon, we 
are offering a haircut special on 
Monday, Thursday, Friday and 
Sqturday, $5. Mr. Charles Coif-
fures, 306 E. 6th. 
t-1ETHI NG "I IU< £ Expires October 31. 
SUbmitted by TKE tivities, and scholarship. 
Only 11 out of 307 chapters of 
this, the largest national 
fraternity, are recognized 
for this award. 
T\-llv WAY COME,§ .~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;~~ 
Chapter received an award .. _________ .. 
The 41st Biennial Conclave 
(national chapter meeting) 
was held in Roanoke, 
Virginia, from August 17th to 
19th, where Beta Eta 
chapter of UMR received 
three out of the top five 
awards. 
The most prestigious 
honor was the Top TKE 
Chapter award. This is in 
recognition of its efficient 
operations as a Teke 
Chapter and is based upon 
excellence in chapter ad-
ministration, campus ac-
The other two awards 
earned were the Grand 
Council Award for Public 
Relations Achievement and 
the Scholarship Emphasis 
Award. These are given in 
recognition of performance 
and achievements at UMR, 
which exemplifies the high 
standards and ideals of 
TKE. 
In addition. Beta Eta 
for Outstanding Alumni 
Support. 
Another important aspect 
of the Conclave is 
acknowledgement of an 
individual frater's per-
formance and 
achievements. Only 10 in-
dividuals in Tau Kappa 
Epsilon are given this 
commendation each year. 
Robert L. Telker has been 
chosen as Top Teke of the 
Year for most consistently 
exemplifying the ideas and 





Big '53' Quarter Pound Scoop 
Reg . 67' .. .. ..... . .. . For 





9 a.m.-9:30 p.m. 
Sun. 2 p.m.-9 p.m. 
Good thru Sept. 12, 1981 
Texas Instruments 
advanced slide ~ule 




, St.p-b" SI.p SOlutjO '" Q p'...,'CU"'OI ' n .... lm."1 R.t",,,. fij 
.nd " ,og,.me 10' 0 An.Jrdng A.,.llon.hlp. In 0 11. 
o FOfltCu Un9 " . "d. a v.rl".1ng OIl.IIt~" P..-form.nu 
0 "" """"" C,,"ng. r '.11"11 A •••• ,Ch CI.'m. 
$39.95 
qp 
TI-55. Versatile slide rule calculator and "how to" book combination 
for statistical and mathematical problem solving - with simple 
programmability . . 
Advanced TI -55 capabi l ities include programming. plus a unique blend of hardware and 
software support features. Easi ly handles almost any mathematical operation . from 
logarithms and trigonometry to more advanced statisti ca l prob lems. Easy-to-understand 
140-page Calc ulato r Decision Making Sourcebook shows you how to use the power of 
statisti cs, financial mathematics. and prog rammability in making better decisions. whatever 
your field or profession. Step-by-step examples cover analyzing relatfonships in data. 
veri fying qua lity and performance. measu ring change. forecasting trends. testing research 
claims, and projecting investment returns. 
'V'RD"U 
Campus Book Store 
205 W . 12th St., Rolla, Missouri 65401 
(314) 364-3710 
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... but I don't want my picture taken! 
MISSOURI MINER ' 
VETERANS 
Army ROTC has a lot going for it . For you 
it has even more. 
Your military experience may serve as 
total credit for the ROTC Basic Course. 
That means, if credit is given, you can 
skip the freshman and sophmore years 
of ROTC. 
In the advance course cadets receives up 
to $1000.00 living allowance each year. 
Instruction includes further leadership 
development, organization and 
management, tactics and administra-
tion. 
Army ROTC is a good deal for anybody. 
It is even a better deal for veterans. 
Contact Cliff Plummer No. 341-4740, 
Bldg. T-2 UMR ROTC Dept. 
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Bail out of classes before it's too late. (Photo by Alexander) 
From secretary to nuclear reactor operator 
Karen Lane recieves license 
SOURCE:OPI 
When Karen Lane decided 
a few years ago that she 
wanted to be a nuclear 
reactor operator, she knew 
she was accepting a 
challenge. 
:sne recently earned her 
license from the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission 
(NRC). 
Lane, University of 
Missouri-Rolla Nuclear 
Reactor secretary, knew 
attaining her goal would not 
be easy. 
"I wanted to be a reactor 
operator, bl,lt with no formal 
training in the area, I knew it 
was a real challenge," she 
said. 
Lane says her main 
motivator was UMR reactor 
manager Alva Elliott, who 
started her in the training 
and stood by her through the 
past three and one-half years 
of classes, sessions and 
preparations. 
"Alva approached me and 
asked if I wanted to give it a 
shot," Lane recalls. "He 
never Side-stepped the 
prospects, saying it would be 
one of the most difficult 
things I ever tackled." 
But Elliott said he was 
willing to teach if Lane was 
willing to learn, and the 
process was set into motion. 
The next few years con-
sisted of carrying a course 
load at UMR, attending class 
training sessions and 
studying constantly on her 
own. This was in addition to 
being a wife and mother at 
home and handling her 
normal secretarial duties at 
the Nuclear Reactor. 
After surviving the work 
load, Lane felt she was ready 
early this year to take the 
Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission test. Members' of the 
commission recently came 
to campus from Washington, 
D.C., and put her through a 
six-hour written exam and a 
three-and-one-half hour oral 
exam. 
"It included a complete 
walk-through of the facility, 
with questions every step of 
the way to make certain I 
kIiew every small detail of 
the reactor," she said. 
Lane passed and received 
her license. 
"If you ' want anything 
badly enough, it is there if 
you are willing to work for 
it," Lane said in retrospect. 
"I'm still taking courses, so 
in many ways I've only just 
begun. 
"What I now know is un-
believable," she concluded. 
"Like I told my husband, it 
was as if I had advanced 
from kindergarten to the 
12th grade - in three 
years." 
Quality Cleaners 
Expert Cleaning Reasonably Priced 








You've eaten the rest, 
n~w try the best. 
Cold Beer Arcade 
Open on Sunday 
Open 7 days a week 
6 a.m.-12 midnight 
1525 Martin Springs Drive Rolla 
364-2026 
• • • • • • • • • + • • • • • 
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* * * * * * * * * * 
CLASSIFIEDS 
* * * * * * * * * * 
The men of Sigma Chi Mu gratefully acknowledge the help and 
support of all who made our party a great success. 
Lost - Yashica·Electro 35mm camera with flash. A reward of $25 if 
returned. No questions asked. - Tom Dancu, Sigma Chi Mu, 1208. 
For Sale: 50% off!! Realistic 35 watt amplifier. Works good. $50.00. 
Call 364-6784 and ask for J. W. 
There will be a Theta Ta meeting at the ZOE house on October 29. 
Theta Ta invites all American Indians to a Thanksgiving dinner in 
their honor. Mike McKay and Don Ansom will lead a calendar burning 
ceremony and Mark Abernathy will return to preside over the 
meeting. 
J.D. 's Bullshit Enterprises 
Wanted - New administration, preferably good shape but will take 
anything, it's got to be better. 
Students of UMR 
The guys on campus seem to be staring a lot this semester. We need 
a little more good treatment and less eyes! 
The girls of UMR 
Two lucky guys at the 'A frames' are looking for some fun-loving 
fresh'man girls. Check #9 for information. 
Fun·loving music fan looking for 1962 copy of Peter and the Four 
Skins' latest album, "Cut Me Loose". Call 24 hrs. at 364-9863 and ask 
for Ice in room 117. 
Photographers : Join the UMR Photo Club Thursday, September 3, 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Meramec Room of the University Center. We are 
the photographic organization on campus that is devoted solely 
toward the learning and use of photographic knowledge. Membership 
in the club is accompanied with the use of a darkroom and the 
chemistry necessary to develop and pri nt film. We have, in the past, 
held meetings which explained how to develop film and print the 
resulting negatives. We will have these and several others in the 
months to come. 
Wanted: French·speaking secretary. No experience wanted. Will 
train. Benefits include caffiene, giggles, grins~new adventures and 
questionable cultural experiences. Respond in classifieds to SWAMP. 
ENGINEERS 
Gulf Oil Corporation, a major energy company, 
has challenging career openings for graduating 
petroleum, chemical, geological and civil 
engineers who are interested in a career in crude 
oil and gas drilling and producing operations. 
Duties include drilling, equipment installation and 
maintenance, subsurface reservoir studies, 
economic evaluation of prodUCing properties', well 
stimulation and reconditioning and enhanced 
recovery operations. 
Training courses will be provided to accelerate 
career development. Positions are located in the 
Gulf Coast, Mid-Continent, Rocky Mountain and 
West Coast areas. Excellent employee benefits. 
Gulf will be visiting your campus soon and, if you 
are a U.S. citizen or a permanent resident, you 
are invited to sign our interview schedule or to 
send your resume to: @ ~~.:;~::.nE~~LORATlON G u If & PRODUCTION COMPANY 
. P.O. Box 2100 ~ Houston, TX 77001 
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UMR; a showcase of learni!1g. (Photo by Shafer) 
The Miner needs photographers; it is an exciting job 
with unusual wild life assignments (such as parties, 
sports, etc.). Get close to the action, join the staff! 
PDQf 
FASPRINT CENTER 
100 W . 10TH S T. RICK SANG 
{3, .. } 36 .. ·26 .... ROLLA . M O 65401, 
-Bond Copies While You Wait -Instant Offset Printing 
-Resumes -Announcements -Typing -Reports -Flyers 
Rolla's "Real" Instant Printer 
10% DISCOUNT TO MINERSI 
UN I VERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA CALENDAR OF EVENTS 1981-82 ACADEMI C YEAR 
Fall Semester - 19~ 1 
Official University holiday (Labor Day), ."."" ", . , , . . .. ,. " " . Monday , Sep t , 7 
*Concer t (James Ri vers, pianist) . .......... . .... .. ...... . . . . . .. . Tuesday, Sept . 15 
Missouri Industry Day." . .... . . . , . . , . . ", · ,·· ,, ···· ···,, ·· . ... . Tuesday, Sept. 22 
*Missouri Reper t ory Theat r e ( " Pi cnic") . . ..... .. .... .... ... . . . . . ... Tue sday , Oct. 6 
Homecomin g." ." . . .. . ... " ... . . . . " .. " . .. . .. . . .. " . .. Friday- Satu r day. Oct. 9-10 
*Con cert (Beaux Ar t s Tr io}" " " " ".""",," " """"' " '' '' .Tuesday, Oc t . i 3 
Studen t Council Free Day (no classes)" "" " .. .. .. " .. " .. .. " " Fr iday, Oct. 16 
Mid-semes te r . ... . .. ... ...... ... ... . . ..... . ... . .. . .•. . . ... .... .. Satu r day, 
Conce rt , UMR J az.z Ensembles ... .. .. .. .... . .. . . .. ..... .... .. . . . . . . Tuesday, 
Concert, ~ Jazz 1 . ... .. . ... . . . ... • ... . . ..•. .. .... . . ... .. . . ... .. Friday , 
Par ents' uay . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. ... . ...... . . . .. .. . . •. . . . ... .. . . .. . . . Saturday , 











Nationa l Merit Day . .. ... . .. ·· · . · · ... · ·· · .. ·· .. ·· · · · ·•· ·· ·· · · · .. · .Fr iday . Oct . 30 
Unive r si t y Day ..... . ..... · ·· · · ···· · ·· · ····· · ··· · · ·· ··· . ..... . .. Satur day , Oct. 3 1 
High Schoo l Marching Band FestivaL . .. .. .... ... .. . ..... .. .. . .. . . Satur day . Nov . 7 
*Conce r t (Ida Levin, violinist) .. .. .... . . . .... . . . .. ; .. ........ , . . Tuesday , Nov. 10 
Performance. UMR Theatre Guild . . .. .. . . . ..... .. ... . . Thursday-Saturday. Nov. 19- 21 
Concert, District High School Hono r s Band . .... . . . ....... . ... ... Saturday, Nov . 21 
Thanksgiving vacation (s t udents-- no classes) .... . .. . Wednesday- Sunday. Nov . 25- 29 
O~ficial Un iversity holiday (Thanksgiving) .... .. .... . Thursday- Friday. Nov. 26- 27 
Concert., Un ive!:'sity Band ... ...... . : .... .. . ....... . ... .... .. . ... · .Tuesday, Dec . 
HC Sin g. Jazz 11. ... . .. ... . ....... . ..... . ..... . ... .. ... ..... . . ... Friday. Dec. 4 
Concert, University Choir and Orches t ra . . ..... . ... .• ..... . .... . . . . Sunday , Dec . 6 
Concert, UMR Wind Ensemb le ... . .... . . . .. . . .. . . . .. ... . . . . .. .. . . .. . . Tuesday, Dec . 8 
Madrigal Dinners .. ..... . . ..... ... .. . .. .. . • ... .... . . Thursday - Sa t urday, Dec . 10-12 
Las t day of classes .................... .. · .. . . .. · .. .... .... .... .. Fri day. Dec. 11 
Readi ng day .. ... . .. . . . ...... . . . ... .. .. . . . .... . ... .... .. .. ... . . Satu r day . Dec . 12 
Final examinat i on s . . ... . ........... ... . .. . .... . . .. .. Monday- Saturday, Dec . 14-19 
Fall semester ClOSE . .. . ... ........ .. .. .. .. ...... ...... ........ ~acuraay, Dec. 19 
\~ in ter Commencemen t .. ... . ...... . . . . . . . ..... . . . .... . .. . . .. ..... . . . Sunday, Dec. 20 
*Campus Pe r formi ng Art s Series 
A STANDARD FOR PROFESSIONALS. 






Memory Modules. For 
storing programs and data. Can 
increase capacity to 319 registers 
or up to 2,000 ilnes of program 
memory. 
THE CALCULATOR. 
It features over 130 func-
tions and offers up to 400 lines of 
program memory or 63 data stor-
age registers -e~pandable to 
319 registers or up to 2,000 li nes .. 
And for power. ease-of-use a nd 
efficiency - RPN Logic. 
Campus Book Store 
205 W. 12th St. , Rolla, Missouri 65401 
(314) 364-3710 




By DON READER 
"Hey laser-breath," said a 
voice in the back of my head 
one morning. "Who me?" I 
asked incredulously. (I often 
talk to myself, but I hardly 
ever insult myself, par-
ticularly at 6: 57 A.M. ) "Yes, 
you, amoeba-brain. Who else 
am I going to talk to up here 
in this junkyard you call a 
mind?" Now that's not very 
nice, I thought. . 
"The truth 
hurts, don't it?" came the 
unexpected response. "Hey, 
give me a break. I've got to 
get myself psyched for my 
8:05 in Safety Management 
so I can get back to sleep 
(just kidding Tom)." "Well, 
listen up. I don't get these 
great ideas very often, or 
rather you don't." "Let's 
just say 'we'," I offered. 
"O.K., O.K., anyway, now 
that I have your attention, 
what extracurriculars ya got 
planned for this semester?" 
Let's see, I thought, nothing 
really, but I didn't want to 
admit that to him. "You just 
did, dummy. 
But moving 
right along, why don't you 
try writing for the Miner this 
semester?" "Oh, that's for 
English majors and other 
liberal art types," I argued 
pitifully. "Sure, like Koenig 
for example?" "Well, you've 
got a point there. You may 
not always know what Bob 
is, but he is definitely not an 
English major. But why The 
Miner?" This puzzled me. 
There had to be some 
ulterior motive. "Look, how 
long have you been reading 
that rag, never mind, don't 
answer that. How many 
articles have you written for 
it?" Oh, a few, here and 
there I thought. "Yes, but 
when have you been PAID 
for it?" 
Hmmm, maybe he's 
right, I should stop giving it 
away. "Right, your trash Is 
as good as the next guy's, 
besides, it might be fun!" 
Aha! There's the motive, 
actually two, greed and 
kicks. "Darn right, it's about 
time I got some attention 
around here. I want to get 
out and strut my stuff." 
Reluctantly, 1 gave in. "All 
right, but nothing mean and 
nasty, do you understand?" I 
warned. "Who, sweet, in-
nocent me?" Ha, I laughed. 
"Well, okay. I'll head on 
over to the Miner staff 
meeting Monday night and 
see what they say. Thanks 
for the idea." 
"Hey, what else is an Id 
for? All in a day's work." 
Well, I hope to be bringing 
you a little craziness, maybe 
a little mischief and other 
assorted goodies this 
semester as I try my hand at 
a weekly column, (if they let 
me have one after this 
drivel), so Space Rangers, 
tune in same time, same 
channel, next week (if I am 
not pre-empted) for further 
adventures in mind and 
mania. (They really pay me 





















With Your Choice of 
BACON or SAUSAGE . 
· OR -
- OR -
1-"1 Us Add 




For That E Xira FiOl'Of .25 Additional 
. EGGS 
Grade "A" L(ITge 
"Cooked To Your Order" 
STE~J{ & EGGS 
l~ as~b:l8~'lls 
2 Eggs . Bacon or Sausage . 
2 Egg. & Ham . 






Danish. Orange Juice 
Ham & Cheese Omelet . . ... 3.05 
Ham Omelet .. 2.75 
Cheese Omelet . . . . .. 2.35 
Plain Omelet . . . .. .. .. . . 2.05 
EW!n T(win With Fri'~'h Om'ons . /0 
Abo,'''' Orders S~rved With Toast . Jel/y . 
and OTllrIgt' JJlia 
AROUND THE CLOCK SUGGESTIONS 
Steak & Eggs . Hashbrowns . 3.85 Pecan Waffle 
Ham & Cheese Omelel . . . .. 2.60 Waffle 
Ham Omelet .2.30 Ham . 
Cheese Orne lei . . .. 1.90 . Bacon .. 
Plain Omelel . . . . . . . . . 1.60 Sausage .... 
3 Eggs. Toa.st & Jtlly . . 1.50 Bowl of Grit (whf'UOI'ai/tlbltJ 
2 Eggs. Tuast & Ml y . . i.20 To .. 1 
I Egg. Toast &J.lly .. 95 Raisin Toast .. 
£KRswj/h dt~e$~add .. 40 Cereal with Milk 
Hashbrow~~h o~;o;,; Ad'; ',0 .... 65 Dani"" Paslry 
BEVERAGES 
Coffee IPerCup) .. .40 Soft Drinks . . ... .40 & .55 
Refills wilh Mt!tlts Milk - R~guJtlr C tu..u . 40 
Coffee (0 Go . . . . ... . Milk - l.a"lt~ Glm.' .... 50 
Decafftinated Coffee .... . Chocolate Milk . . . . 40 
Tea ~ HOI Of Ju d . Juices - Orang' .. . ... . .. .45 & .60 
HOI Chocolate TfJnwo lJl1d GrofHfrw.;' . . .. . 50 
Z 0=" 
Thursday, Sept. 3, 1981 
( Photo by Bee) 
<2UARTER POUND * 
HAMBURGER 
PLATES 
Served on a 
Fresh Bun with 
Leltuce, Tomato, Onion. 
Pickle. Mayonnaise 
and Golden Hashbrowns Double Beef 
1:4 LB.:" HAMBURGER PLATE . ...... 1.80 2.50 
LB.* CHEESEBURGER PLATE ... . 1.90 2.60 
2.30 
Bacon. LeIlUce. TomolO Sandwich 
with Bowl . . Chili 
STEAKS 
Grilled To Your Taste 
USO .A. Choia 




and A Toasted Bun 
T-BONE 5.40.DlNNER SIRLOIN 3.95 
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES 
1/41b. -Hamburger - Sio,1e . . 
Double 
With Chnj-~ uJd 
Swsqc &: Cheese . 
Waffle Sand ..... ich . . •. .. .. 
Uwn d Chffu ()fI WItlUt 8rtod 
Grilled Cheese . . 






Ham .1.Lll""~ d TlJ#ftQJO • 
Ham &: Chee.~ . Uttrul", d. r","",o . 
Egg . • . 
fUm.t.E", . 
Bacon&: Egg . 





•. .•. 8.5 
. . .. .. 115 
. ... 1.65 
1.65 
. . 1.00 
. .. 3 JO 
REAL VALUE AT WAFFLE HOUSE 
wom. Houle _~ the Ioyaky of ib C.-men one! ~·durioc the .... 26 
)'MR. Welo"UOfWani10 5IIorini the " ... 26,..,._ bycmoiouiOC"' __ 
Rea/Vlluewbichequal.quoIllJIfoochl_ . . ~ 
<:OICioae 10 ~ lIS _ ..... r'" -ie' • "". pIII~'.YOO~ CO""!'IM! 
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Thursday , Sept. 3 , 1981 
See i'~ y ou C~l'\ <aei 
OU t o~ Po.ppo. nO. J'S . 
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GULF RECRUITER ON CAMPUS: 
September 23, 24 
October 5, 6, 8, 13, 14, 20 
November 2, 17, 18, 1981 
i 
r , 
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Bill and Joe, Or how to prove Murphy's Law 
Joe Miner 
By RICH BEE 
Joe groaned and tried to 
roll over and promptly fell 
off his barstool, hitting the 
ground with a resounding 
thud while knocking over a 
couple of other barstools that 
clattered to the sticky floor. 
Someone moaned in pain 
at the noise and tried to 
croak quiet. Joe rubbed his 
eyes and then surveyed the 
scene. The first thing that 
came to mind was the 
Guayana Massacre with all 
the bodies laying about. But 
slowly Joe's mind, which felt 
as though it had dehydrated 
to the size of a softball, came 
to realize that it was, in fact, 
the aftermath of the EAT 
house's "Die With Your 
Boots on Party". It must 
have been a smashing 
success; it certainly was a 
smashed one, thought Joe as 
he gulped water and began a 
frantic search for aspirin. 
more like a bullet 
. ricocheting than sounds 
pronounceable by humans 
made him even more ner-
vous. Oh well, nothing to do 
but stick it_out for his grades. 
He Po Ching walked into 
the classroom and shifted 
into high gear. Eighty words 
a minute with gusts up to a 
hundred as he filled the 
board with hieroglyphics, 
maybe it was a painting by 
Picasso. Well, it was hard to 
say! Overwhelmed by the 
hopeless task of copying all 
of this into his notebook, Joe 
surveyed the class to see if 
there were any good looking 
women. Damn, no luck there 
either. Female enrollment 
up and Joe ends up in a class 
with one girl who looks like 
she's wearing sandbags in 
her jeans. Finding nothing to 
hold his interest, his fight 
against sleep was doomed to 
fail and Joe slipped into a 
dream that involved a beach 
and this ravishing blonde 
he'd seen on the way to class. 
Joe awoke to an unearthly 
silence in the E.M. Building. 
Joe realized that his room 
obeyed the Second Law of 
Thermodynamics. 
He hoped someone would 
remember what went on; 
he'd lost track after his sixth 
scotch & scotch. That's 
right, whoever was tending 
the bar was wicked. The gin 
& tonics consisted of 2 parts 
gin and an 1.0.U. for the 
tonic, the ice being lost 
somewhere in the shuffle. 
Finding out what had hap-
pened was going to have to 
wait till later though. Joe 
was going to try to make his 
1: 30 class. Joe walked to his 
room and plowed his way 
through the mess to his desk. 
As he began his daily ritual 
of finding the least stiff pair 
of socks to wear, Joe 
realized that his room 
obeyed the second law of 
thermodynamics : A system 
becomes more disorderly 
with time unless work is put 
into it. Yep, that is Joe's 
room - disorderly and no 
work being put into it. Joe 
picked through the clothes 
on the floor till he found a 
shirt that didn't smell like 
mixed drinks or old shoes 
and put it on. He drug a 
comb through his hair, 
wishing it didn't make so 
much noise, grabbed a 
notebook, and shuffled off to 
class Groucho Marx style. 
This was obviously going 
to be a mistake, he thought 
as he walked into statistics 
and picked a seat. The 
throbbing in his head was 
beginning to subside as the 
four aspirin he had taken 
began to take effect, but he 
was determined to weather 
the storm. The fact that he 
was entirely unprepared for 
class and hadn't even bought 
a book, made him a slight bit 
edgy. The fact that his 
teacher was Oriental and 
had a name that sounded 
Grabbiing his notebook, he 
rushed into the hall to find 
that it was nearing 6 o'clock. 
CurSing, not only because it 
was embarrassiing, but 
because he'd missed supper, 
Joe rushed for the EAT 
house. 
Joe walked up to the once 
. again familiar scene of the 
EAT house (even though it 
still looked like an aftermath ' 
of the blitzkreig) . The 
brothers were there on the 
front porch discussing 
something. 
" Hey, Joe! Remember 
what you did last night?" 
queried Steve. 
"Some of it," Joe replied. 
"Remember pouring grain 
into that gal's beer? You 
thought you had a date till 
she passed out. " 
"I did that? " 
"Yeah, but you're lucky 
she passed out. She was a 
G.F.U.B. (god forsaken ugly 
broad. The only kind Joe 
knew.) 
Joe breathed a sigh of 
relief. "How about when the 
Fort Wood Boys showed up 
and tried to turn it into an 
Iranian Picnic (riot)?" 
"I remember." Joe's 
comment was cut short by 
the piercing cry of 
"WATERFIGHT!" as 
everyone scattered hollering 
"Freshman Water Fight!" 
The house was suddenly 
transformed into a place, a 
faction, people scurrying 
everywhere, actives handing 
freshman waste baskets 
hollering, "Go get 'em!" 
Suddenly the front door 
burst forward with fresh-
men carrying water, some 
peanut butter, onto the 
battlefield. The front yard 
was transformed into a place 
of flying water and bodies. 
This action repeated itself 
at several fraternaties until 
they all ended up at the Quad 
where everybody ran for the 
doors and stood there inside 
looking out. Much more 
enjoyable since there were 
more girls at the Quad. 
Interest was rapidly 
fading when a SOlitary lank 
figure walked into the Quad. 
Convinced it was a freshman 
dormy, the other freshmen 
converged upon him as 
though he was a sacrifice 
and peanut buttered him. 
Joe noted that he finally 
escaped and dove through a 
dorm door. "Poor sucker," 
he thought. 
Bill Miner 
By RICH BEE 
Bill Miner moaned and 
tried to roll over and 
promptly fell out of his chair 
and banged on the floor. Bill 
looked up at his roommate, 
Brad, to assure he had 
remained fast asleep. Brad, 
though only five foot nothing, 
was extremely grouchy 
when woken and had 
threatened to rearrange 
Bill's anatomy along less 
aesthetic lines when Bill had 
woken him before. "I'm 
going to have to quit trying 
to study .so hard," Bill 
. thought. Try to study was 
exactly the word for it. 
Unable to get psyched to 
study, Bill had finished only 
one and a half Diffy Screw 
problems, consumed five 
Cokes and watched, Benny 
Hill, M.A.S.H., and half a 
Doris Day movie. Oh, well, 
time to go to class. Bill dug 
through his drawer till he 
found the least stiff pair of 
his loan check. Bill had seen 
the line earlier and had 
thought he'd better take 
something to read. "War and 
Peace" seemed the ap-
propriate length. Reading in 
line wasn't easy. Not only 
was it hot, but the people in 
front of him were apparently 
rehearsing a Three Stooges 
routine. So, by the time he 
reached the window Bill had 
only gotten half-way through 
the book. 
Amazing! Bugs Bunny can keep 
engineers entertained. It did make 
more sense than DiHy Screw 
though. 
socks to wear. PuttiRg them Elated at having gotten his 
on and then his shoes, Bill money, Bill ran over to the 
grabbed his book, notebook, Student Union and bought a 
25 pens and penCilS, and his soda and candy bar and sat 
calculator and leftfor class. down to watch some T.V. 
Thank God classes were "Amazing," he thought, 
over. Bill looked forward to "Bugs Bunny can keep 
lunch though he had no idea engineers entertained. " It 
why. Maybe he was a cer- did make more sense than 
tified masochist. Eating at Diffy Screw though. 
Rayl was an experience that A little after 6, Joe finally 
ranked with cleaning a cattle pryed himself away from the 
truck or maybe visiting a T.V. during a commercial. 
chicken farm, at any rate it As he neared the Quad, he 
received a three-star rating wondered what was going 
in Sewage Monthly. Well, on, what were all those 
today was chef'S surprise; people doing? Was the Quad 
but then every day was. Bill having a party? Naw, 
couldn't be. Joe strolled into 
the Quad then stopped as he 
realized all eyes -were tur-
ning from the girls' dorms to 
him. He turned to run and 
slipped in the mud and 
before he could get up he was 
drenched. People grabbed 
hold of him, hollering 
"peanut butter," in-
terspaced with an occasional 
"kill". Bill's struggles to get 
away were in vain, as people 
spread the brown goo over 
him. Finally aided by the 
wet peanut butter Bill shot 
out of the bear-hug of a 200-
pound wrestler and hit the 
ground running. Making for 
the nearest door, Bill dove 
into MacAnerney, slipped on 
the slick floor and fell down 
the stairs, breaking the fall 
with his head. "Night, 
Mom," Bill mumbled just 
before he passed out. 
Bill awoke in the infirmary 
with a headache he wouldn't 
wish on the Ayatollah, well, 
maybe the Ayatollah, but 
nobody else. Bill got up and 
walked to the desk. 
"Can I help you?" asked 
the nurse. 
"It's doubtful, but we'll try 
anyhow," replied Bill. 
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meat, some runny mashed Your Entertainment Center in Rolla! 
potatoes with a chunk of •.. 
gravy, some khaki green " ~oe dI ~ 
beans. Wait! Did thatlettuce i. a'"'" ........ ~ 
move, better be safe and oti ~ .• 
take any. Bill chose a table :'~te Wi~ ~l;~!~:n~~~. 
could have been usaf to ~:: ~" 
study, Bill ate lunch. • 
With lunch over Bill .... , 
headed for the line to pick UP •• 
Just For You Miners '. 
• 
MINER BURGER 
Beef & Bacon Supreme 
(3-100% Beef Patties, Cheese, 
Bacon, With All the Fixin's) 
1--------- COUPON -- -------, I Buy One Miner Burger I 








I Open 6:00 a.m. (breakfast) to 10:30 a.m . 







I Offer Expires Wednesday Sept . 9 . 1981 
1 ''Limit one coupon per visit" I 
---------'COUPON ---------
1202 N. Bishop 364-8998 Rolla, MO 












Back by Popular Demand! 
Tuesday Night is "ladies Night" 
Thursday Night is "College Night" 
Tuesday & Thursday Nights are 
"Bowling Shirt Night" 
Wednesday Night is "Urban Cowboy Night" 
Prizes for Best Western Outfit 
(Hats will be allowed on this night) 
Plus Other Events! 
Call for more information It. 
• 
Offers our Big Sunday Buffet 7 a.m.-l p.m. 
Come join us on Sunday! 
Martin Spring Drive, Rolla 364-5200 
• "No. 1 in People Pleasin"® 
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Plus. they erioy a worldwide reputation for e xcellence 
If you hove vision. creativity, and a scientific or engineering 
degree. apply your talents with a mcx::jem service that's geared 
for the future Completton of the Air Force's three-monlh 
Officer Trolning School earns you on officer's commission and 
starts you on the road to a future-oriented coreer. The Air 
Force also oHers you on excellent salary, medical and dental 
care, 30 days of JX]id vacation a year. a S20,()(X) life Insurance 
policy for about ~ a month. and many other benefits 
Find out today what the Air Force has to oHer by contacting 
SSgt. Dave Carlock (314) 364.4367 
102 W. 10th St. 65401 
A great way of life. 
\ 
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Miner Mistake 
Luckily Bill still had it 
from picking up his check. 
"Okay, what seems to be 
the problem?" 
Bill bent over and showed 
her the gash in his head that 
had caked his hair with 
blood. 
"Oh, dear! We'd better 
take care of that right 
away." 
Bill didn't argue. As they 
walked into the clinic he 
asked how many stitches it 
would take. 
"Oh, no need for that. We 
have tape." 
Bill bit his cheek as she 
went to work scrubbing and 
taping. 
~n it would be over, 
hopefully. 
"Okay, all done," she said 
as she walked over to a 
cabinet and began pulling 
out little packets. 
"Here, take one of these 
every eight hours." 
"What are they?" queried 
Bill. 
"Tetracycline. " 
"What do they do?" 
"Nothing, that's why we 
can give thf'ln to you," she 
said. "Here might as well 
take these to J. " 
17 
Bill resisted the temp-
tation to ask what they were 
for. 
"Oh, and here's some 
pretty blue ones. Want some 
of this clear red liquid? You 
get a little cup with it. " 
Bill took the packets and 
left for the Quad. As he 
walked past his car, Bill 
noticed a yellow Slip of paper 






ont e TI-59 Programmable. 
Even without the $20 rebate, the TI-59 is special-it's our most 
powerful progTammable, and we've never offered it at a lower price. 
The TI-59 gives you up to 960 program steps, or up to 100 
memories, plus magnetic card read/write capability. You can also 
slip in one ofTI's Solid State Software™ modules and success-
fully attack complex engineering, business, statistical and 
scientific problems. And by adding the optional . 
PC-100C printer, you can record 
your calculations. 
So if you like the idea of 
having real programmable 
power, take us up on our 
rebate offer. Buy a TI-59 
now, and fill out the coupon 
below. The offer ends 
ur' \ Dec. 31, 1981~~0 
. \ . ~=-~ .. ~ 
t) 1981 Texas Instruments Incorporat ed 
I bought my TI·59 Programmable at 
(s.tore name): .,-"...,....,..----0---,---
and have attached the dated sales 
receipt and completed customer infor-
mation card (packed in box). My T I·59 
Serial No. is (from 
back of calculator), Please Rend my $20 
rebate check LO: 
J"A>\IE __________ _ 
ADDRESS _________ _ _ 
C lTY _____ _ 
;:;cno lO: Texas In~lrumenL~ 1'1-59 Re bate Offer. 
p. O. Box 725 De pt. 59. Lu bbock. Texas 79491. 
i\OT E: P ro{) f .. fpurcha:w must~' dalt'd tx'lW4-\'1\ Augu:st 1. 
1!-l81 and Ill'l"I'mbl' r31. 1~8 1 . Off('r mid II hen' prohibitl-,d. 
~~;:;;~:~J!~~bli~- !iJ:~I~' Yt~;l:-R~~~~t'b:?~IJ~~~~lrk~~il·g.~~;~~~a~~·-·)~\ 
\;>. J98'l . Allo\\ :iO d ay~ fo r dl'ii\'t' r ,\'. timit uI1I:' pE'r pt:'TSOIt arld r t'ss 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
IN CORPORATED 
Another good deal I" 
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Look these up in your Webster's dictionary 
1. IT IS IN PROCESS - So 
wrapped in red tape that the 
situation is almost hopeless. 
2. WE WILL LOOK INTO 
IT - By the time the wheel 
makes a full turn, we 
assume you will have 
forgotten about it. 
3. A PROGRAM - Any 
assignment that can't be 
completed by one telephone 
calL 
4. EXPEDITE - To 
confound confusion with 
commotion. 
5. CHANNELS - The guy 
who has a desk between two 
expeditors. 
6. CONSULTANT (or 
expert> - Any ordinary guy 
more than 50 miles from 
home. (Must have brief-
case.) 
7. TO ACTIVATE - To 
make carbons and add more 
names to the memo. 
8. TO IMPLEMENT A 
PROGRAM - Hire more 
people and expand the office. 
9. UNDER 
SIDERATION 
heard of it. 
CON-
Never 
10. UNDER ACTIVE 
CONSIDERATION - We 
are looking in the files for it. 
11. A MEETING - A mass 
mulling by master-minds. 
12. A CONFERENCE - A 
place where conversation is 
substituted for the 
dreariness of labor and the 
loneliness of thought. 
13. TO NEGOTIATE - To 
seek a meeting of minds 
without a knocking together 
of heads. 
14. RE-ORIENTATION -
Getting used to working 
again. 
President of ZO E pledge class. 
15. RELIABLE SOURC.t<.; 
- The guy you just met. 
16. INFORMED SOURCE 
- The guy who told the guy 
you just met. 
17. UNIMPEACHABLE 
SOURCE - The guy who 
started the rumor originally. 
18. A CLARIFICATION -
To fill in the background 
with so many details that the 
foreground goes un-
derground. 
19. WE ARE MAKING A 
SURVEY - We need more 
time to think of an answer. 
20. NOTE AND INITIAL-
Let's spread the respon-
sibility for this. 
21. SEE ME OR LET'S 
DISCUSS - Come down to 
my office, I'm lonesome. 
( Photo by Satellite) 
Voice your opinion 
SUBMIT1'ED By 
STEVEN VORIS 
A student opinion poll will 
be conducted each week 
starting Tuesday, Sep-
tember 8 from 8:30 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. The poll, which is 
sponsored by the Baptist 
Student Union, will consist of 
yes-no questions on the 
subjects of current events, 
education, religion, and 
stUdent preferences. The 
results of the poll will be 
published weekly in the 
Miner. All students are 
encouraged to participate. 
was started last February 
and was well supported by 
the UMR students. On an 
average, 10% of the stUdent 
body participated weekly. 
Results of all' 12 polls taken 
last semester are available 
in the Baptist Student Union. 
22. LET'S GET 
TOGETHER ON THIS 
I'm assuming you're as 
confused as I am. 
23. GIVE US THE 
BENEFIT OF YOUR 
PRESENT THINKING -
We'll listen to what you have 
to say as long as it doesn't 
interfere with what we have 
already decided to do. 
24. WILL ADVISE YOU IN 
DUE COURSE - If we 
figure it out, we'll let you 
know. 
25. TAKE SOME DIC-
TATION - Come on over 
honey and we~ll talk. 
26. TO GIVE SOMEONE 
THE PICTURE - A long, 
confused and inaccurate 
statement to a newcomer. 
27. POINT UP THE ISSUE 
- To expand one page to 
fifteen pages. 
28. WE ARE AWARE OF 
IT - We had hoped that the 
fool who started it would 
have forgotten about it by 
this time. 
29. CONFIDENTIAL -
Spy bait and besides the 
stamp looks important. 
30. RESTRICTED 
Uncle Joe already has it, and 
we are waiting to see if he 
can make any sense out of it. 
31. WITH 
MODIFICATIONS - Will be 
shipped to you in kit form -
put It together (if you can) 
yourself. Glue optional. 
Discover The Mother Lode 
1. Beef Nuggat ... Thinly sliced beef , choice of 
cheese, lettuce, tomato, on bakery roll! 
$2. JO 
2. Pick & Shovel ... Thinly sliced h-am, choice of 
cheese , lettuce , tomato . on bokery roll! 
$2.JO 
3. Ore Car ... A combination of beef , hom . and 
turkey, choice of cheese, lettuce ond tomato! 
$2.75 
4. Timber Beam ... Grilled polish sousage! 
$2.JO 
5. Steaked Claim ... Chopped beef steok. moyo. 
lettuce and tomato! 
$1.95 
6. The BLT ... Crisp bacon with lettuce and tomato 
on toast! 
$J.75 
7.Main Vein ... Two burger potties with cheese 
your choice of toppings on toasted bun! 
$1.60 
S. little Miner Special ... Hot dog-fries-drink! 
$1.25 
ALL STUDENTS lO% DISCOUNT 
Open till 9:00 p.m. 
The Mother Lode 
606 Pork Rollo . MO 364-7600 
Your ticket to anywhere . . . 
MINERS! ' 
We Offer You 
Professional Travel Service 
-Domestic or International Tickets 
-Tours- Ski Trips- Group ond Individuol 
-Hotel Reservations and Cor Rentals 
-Cruises -Charters -Passport Photos 





We Speak Spanish! 
32. INTERPRETATION-
Your warped opinion pitted 
against your adversary's 
good sense. 
33. STATISTICIAN - One 
who draws a 
mathematically precise line 
from an unwarranted 
assumption to a foregone 
conclusion. 
34. EXPERT - A PER-
SON WHO AVOIDS ALL 
SMALL ERRORS AS HE 
SWEEPS TOWARD THE 
GRAND FALLACY. <Ob-
viously Confused.) 
35. RESEARCH WORK -
Looking for the jerk who 







Solid State Software ™ 
libraries and new 
Constant MemoryTM 
feature. 
The TI Programmable 
58C has computer-like 
power-over 170 func-
tions and operations 
and programming 
capability up to 480 
steps or up to 60 data 
memories. Personal 
Programming , a 256-
page guidebook, has 
step-by-step examples 
that can help you start 
programming right 
away. Ready-to-use 
programs in 12 fields 
are available in optional 
Solid State Software 
libraries with revolu-
tionary plug-in memory 
modules. The Master 
Library with 25 pro-
grams is included. 
Constant Memory fea-
ture retains program 
and memory contents 
even when the calcu-
lator is turned off. 
Campus Sook Store 
205 W. 12th SI. 
Rollo , MO 
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Sure it's fun; as long as I don't get splinters! 
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(Photo by Bee) 
First in Pu blic Affairs and Publicity 
Lambda Chi receives 
national awards 
The Alpha Delta chapter of 
Lambda Chi Alpha received 
two first place awards this 
summer at their national 
convention. They received 
one first place award for 
their Public Affairs 
program. 
The Public Relations 
program of Alpha Delta is 
rounded off with regularly 
scheduled parties with the 
Rolla State School and Rolla 
Manor Care Center. 
Alpha 
Delta accepts these awards 
with great pride and plans to 
strive to keep up this fine 
tradition of helping those 
less fortunate than them-
selves. 
This honor was ,..------------------------, 
given for Alpha Delta's 
outstanding relations with 
and their large contribution GEOLOGISTS & GEOPHYSICISTS 
of time and money to the . . . 
university and community. Gulf 011 Corporation, a major energy company, 
has challenging job openings for graduates 
Al h D Ita aJ . ed interested in building a career in the exploration p a e so recelv . . 
the first place award for or and prodUCing of crude 011 and gas. 
publici~y. This was given in raining courses will be offered to accAlerate 
recogmtlon of the chapter's . . ' . 
overwhelming effort to career development. Positions are located In the 
spread Lambda Chi Alpha's Gulf Coast, Mid-Continent, Rocky Mountain and 
nam~ throughout its com- West Coast areas. Excellent employee benefits. 
muruty. 
. Gulf will be visiting yoqr campus soon and, if you 
A I~ge part of thiS are a U.S. citizen or a permanent resident, you 
was contributed to the .. d ' . . h d I 
chapter's two annual events. are Invite to sign our Interview sc e u e or to 
One event is the "Benefit send your resume and transcript to: 
Chicken Dinner" held every ~year for charity with over  J. R. Ligon, Jr. 
$15,000 given away over the GULF OIL EXPLORATION 
past nineteen years. G u If & PRODUCTION COMPANY 
The . P.O. Box 2100 
other highlight of the -~ Houston, TX 77001 
program is their "Night at An Equal OpportUnity Employer MIF 
the Fights" with the "third 
annual" scheduled for 
Friday, Oct. 2nd. 
UMR FILM SERIES September 3, 1981-December 10, 1981 
September 3 SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE (1972) 
Directed by George Roy HIlI 
An ueeUent production of the Kurt Vonnegut's best sea 
ing scleuee fiction novel. 
September 10 BEING THERE (1979) 
Directed by Hal Ashby with Peter SeUers and Shirley 
MacLaine 




TltE.CRmcs AND PIJIIUC AGREE ••• 
There's noth" fumier 
than Peter ~ in 
"Being There!' 
BEING THERE is a funny, thought. provoking loo~ at 
the pervasive Influence of TV on our lives adapted by 
Jerry Kosinski from his noveUa. 
September 17 MOVIE MOVIE (1979) 
Directed by Stanley Dooeo with George C. Scott and Art 
Carney 
The opening of this double feature is a black·and·whlte 
boxing melodrama and closing with a color takeoff of a 
Zlegfeld Broadway musical. Sandwiched between is an 
amusing satire of coming attractioos and a saga of World 
War I pilots. 
-------------------------------, 
Tbe Film Series is supported in part by a grant from tbe I 
Missouri State Council on the Arts. Course director is I 
James Bogan, UMR assistant professor in art. I 
Season tickets: SI2.00 [2.25 at doorJ 
Fee payable by cash, cbeck, MasterCard or VISA 
Make checks payable to: Uoiversity of Missouri· Roila 
MaD with fee to: 
Arts & Sciences Continuing Educatioo, 
G·6 HI SS, Roila, MO 65401 
or cau 















September 24 FIDDLER ON THE ROOF (1971) 
Directed by Norman Jewison witb Topol 
One of the most successful Broadway musicals in history 
comes to the screen with a score of international hits by 
Sheldon Harnick and Jerry Bock ["Sunrise, Sunset"]. 
October 8 DAY FOR NIGHT (1973·France) 
Directed by Francois Truffaut with Jean·Pierre Leaud 
and Jacqueline Bisset 
A fascinating portrait of the film· making world by 
Francois Truffaut. This fIlm·within ·a·fIlm explores the 
many problems of making a movie. 
October 15 MEAN STREETS (1973) 
Directed by Martin Scorsese with Harvey Keitel and 
Robert DeNiro 
The story of a slow climb up the hierarchy of a local 
Mafia family in New York's Little Italy. "Better than the 
Godfather," said Jay Cubit of the Des Moines Register. 
October 22 WOMEN IN LOVE (1970) 
Directed by Ken RusseU with Glenda Jackson and Alan 
Bates 
This film from the novel focuses on the relationsbips 
between two men and two women and explores tbe range 
of sensuality that obsessed D.H. Lawrence and made him 
one of the most controversial figures of his day. 
October 29 DONA FLOR AND HER 
TWO HUSBANDS (1977-Brazil) 
Directed by Bruno Barreto with Sonia Braga 
A young ,,;dow'. first husband drops dead of dissipation 
when the film begins. Remarrying, Dona Flor gets the 
respectable busband sbe's always yearned for, but, much 
to her borror, sbe finds her neglected libido caDing 
husband # 1 back from tbe grave in aD his priapic 
splendor. 
November 5 HOW I WON THE WAR 
(1967-England) 
Directed by Richard Lester with John Lennon 
The surrealistic satiric war film to eod aD war ftIms. 
November 12 THE TREE OF WOODEN 
CLOGS (1978-Italy) 
Directed by Ermanno Oimi with Luigi Ornaghi 
The film describes incidents in the Uves of four families 
sharecropping in Lombardy at the tum of the eentury. 
The style is as roughhewn and unadorned as the Ufe he 
depicts, but there Is nothing primitive about his 
extraordinary command of rhythm, imagery, movement, 
and lighting. 
November 19 AUTUMN AFTERNOON 
( 1962-Japan) 
Directed by Yasujiro Ozu 
Probably the best example of the purity of Ozu's late 
style and the subtle beauty of his color photography. 
December 3 
SPECIAL EVENT TO BE ANNOUNCED 
December 10 GOLDFINGER (1964) 
Directed by Guy Hamilton with Sean Connery and Gert 
Frobe 
Considered among the most eotertalning of aD the Bood 
films. Bond confronts an evil genius, Goldfinger, wbose 
plan is to steal aD the gold in Fort Knox. 
THURSDA YS 7:30 P.M. MILES AUDITORIUM 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA 
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ANNOUNCING THREE NEW 
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 
PROGRAMS THAT CAN HELP 
YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE. 
If you're like many col-
lege students, the closer you 
get to your degree, the deeper 
you get into debt. But, you 
don't have to get in over your 
head. Not when you join the 
Army National Guard. 
Because now, the Guard 
has three new programs to 
help you pay for college: the 
Conege Loan Repayment Pro-
gram; the Educational 
Assistance Program, and the 
Enlistment Bonus Program. 
And you don't have to wait for 
graduation to take advantage 
of them. You could join the 
Guard right now. 
You see, the Army Na-
tional Guard is part-time. After 
your initial training, it takes 
Just two days a month and two 
weeks of annual training a 
year to serve. So there's plenty 
of time left for your studIes. 
And you get paid for every 
hour you put into the Guard, 
so you 11 have extra cash for 
books, lab fees, and all those 
other little expenses that 
come up. -
Of course, there's more 
to the Guard than money. It's a 
chance to do something good 
for your couI:1try, as wen as for 
people right in your own com-
The Guard is 




Call toll-free: 800-638-7600. 
munity. The Guard can give 
you more options in your life-
and more control over your 
financial future. 
If that sounds like where 
you want to be, see your fi-
nancial aid officer, contact 
)lour local Army National 
Guard recruiter, or use the toll-
free number below for com- . 
plete details on how the Guard 
can help you pay for college. 
And help in a lot of other 
ways, too. But hurry! These 
special programs for college 
students are available for a 
limited time only. . 
In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438; 
Maryland: 728-3388; in Alaska, consult your local phone directory. 
Program tenns, payment amounts and eligibility requirements subject to change. All programs not available in all states. 
'XW1 e 5 
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t1ceUent 
MISSOURI MINER 
Walt Jenkins r§TI:c~£J-N-'-B:----------.~l""~''''''" , .......".- -~ 
to appear ROCkY MTN. ,~ 
on the 
Hockey Puck 
Submitted by SUB 
On Friday, Sept. 11, at 8 
p.m. Walt Jenkins will ap-
pear in the first coffeehouse 
of the semester on the 
hockey puck. 
Though he has never been 
to Rolla, Walt Jenkins is a 
successful . and established 
entertainer. His concert 
appearances have taken him 
as far west as Palo Alto and 
San Francisco and as far 
north as Canada. Closer to 
horne, people from St. Louls 
might have seen him at the 
Loretto Hilton, Bogarts 




There is no adequate way ... ~~_£""".""",,,,,,,-_ 
to describe Walt Jenkins' iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiii vocal quality or ability as a 
guitariSt. Involved in music 
from childhood, a 
professional musician since 
1967, and a composer in his 
own right, Jenkins' sense of 
professionalism and search 
for perfection have promp-
ted him to continue his 
formal studies in music 
theory. 
He has an unusually 
wide scope for his reper-
toire, ranging from any 
variety of folk to country 
rock and western. Walt plays 
both six- and twelve-string 
acoustical guitars and has a 
rare gift of total recall. His 
seemingly endless selection 
of material should enable 
him to suit the taste of 




• Subject to approved credit and job acceptance 
Sellers-Sexton 
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla 364-7300 
-- . -- --- ~---
UMR professor discovers new invisibility 
formula. Details coming! 
Miner Special 
Free 14 oz. Dr. Pepper 
when you bring in this ad. 
-Homemade Salad Bar 
-Sandwiches on Homemade Rolls , or Bread 
-Submarine Sandwiches 1 inch-S feet 
-Sunday-Hickory Smoked Barbeque 
All YOU CAN EAT 
Ribs-Chicken-Ham 
Beer available downstairs at RT's Lounge 
mqe meli 
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UMR's soccer season opens Sept. 5 at 1 :30 p.m. a game st 
nationally-ranked Washington University. A pre-game program will be 
held at 1 p.m. to formally usher in UMR's new soccer facility. 
. (Photo by Alexander) 
Kickers look to new 
season, new facility 
By JOHN JOHNSON 
On September 5, the 1981 
soccer schedule offiCially 
begins with a home game 
against Washington 
University. 
There are many changes 
in the soccer program this 
year. This season will see the 
results of the first recruit-
ment of new players. This 
recruitment combined with 
the strength of returning 
UMR goal kickers leaves 
Coach Paul McNally with 
thoughts of an improved 
team. 
Also new to the program is 
a much-strengthened 
schedule. With the new 
schedule, many schools 
which have been a part of 
UMR's playing schedule in 
the past, have been replaced 
by more competitive 
schools. Coach McNally 
feels that UMR will have to 
play this type of schedule to 
have any hopes of post-
season play. 
The first practice which 
was held on August 19 saw 
many players of last year 
including four seniors 
returning to UMR. Brian 
Grant, one of those returning 
who played the midfield 
poSition last year, will be 
moved to the backfield, says 
Coach McNally. Three other 
seniors, Don Anselm 
(UMR's leading scorer of 
last year), Chris Philipp, 
and Pat Becker will help 
supply the leadership for this 
year's team. Joining the 
team as _recruits this year 
will be five junior college 
transfer students and five 
fr~shmen. 
Another change in the 
home game schedule this 
year is the scheduling of 
night games. Seven of the 
Miners' ten home games will 
be played at night to ac-
commodate what is hoped to 
be increased student sup-
port. 
Preceding the Washington 
University game on -Sep-
tember 5, there will be an 
opening game ceremony 
starting at 1 p.m. to mark 
the first use of the new 
facility. Present will be 
Chancellor Marchello, Billy 
Key, and Ken Jones, present 
Commissioner of the MIAA. 
1----------------COUPON -- --------------1 
I .,CJ:- 813 Pine I 
I ~"" ~'" 341-3161 I l '.to~~e Stea k 11 a .m.-7 p.m. ~ 
o 0 ~ Mushroom & Cheese With Large Coke !ij 
o 0 
I $ J 99 With Coupon ~ 
I I 
I I 
I Coupon expires Sept. 10 I 
I----------------COUPON ----------------1 
The Third Annual 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3 
10,000 METER RUN 5,000 METER RUN 
A 6.2 mile run-starts at 
the Forum Plaza, 10 a.m. 
A 3.1 mile run-starts ot 
the Forum Plaza, 11 a.m. 
ALL PROCEEDS WILL BE DONATED TO THE 
UNITED FUND OF ROLLA ~ 
• 
REGISTRATION: 
Register at any Forum 
Plaza Shopping Center 
Store , September 14-
October 2. Course mop . 
race rules and instruc-
tions available upon 
registration. 
$4.00 ENTRY FEE: 
Includes FUN RUN 
T -shirt and donation to 
the United Fund. 
Forum Plaza 
Merchants Assoc. 
Rollo , Mo. 
Forum Plaza Fun Run RACE ROUTE 
OLD ST. JAMES RD. 
- -f I 
f f 
t I 
I I .. 2 MI. M ARKER 
> 
f ~ t ~ ~ > ~ f I < 
f I 0 ~ 
t I 
f - - -I, 





I \ ~ 
I \ ~ 
~ I ~ I 
~ I I,. FORUM ~ I \1 "I PLAZA 
\ -I 
>aTHST , 
STA.RT & FINISH IN FRO NT OF JC PENNEY 
Sponsored by: 
Leo Eisenberg & 
Co . Realtors 
Kansas City , Mo. 
United Fund 
Rollo . Mo . 
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Tech Eng-Pi KA 







AE Pi-Delt~ Sig 




BSU-A Phi A 
KA-Wesley 
Phi Kap-Sig Nu 
Kappa Sig-Pi KA 
TJHA-SigTau 






Delta Tau-A Phi A 
Theta Xi-Econ Club 





Kappa Sig-Beta Sig 
Phi Kap-Tech Eng 
Pi KA-Sig Tau 
SigNu-TJHA 
RHA-Campus 










Sig Nu-Sig Tau 




Beta Sig-Pi KA 
Vessell's 
Racquet Club 
Now accepting student membership 
-4 Regu lati o n Sized Courts 
$2S/ Semester 
364-6466 
$lS/ Semeste r 
Group Ra te 
1910 N. Pine 
West 
ROTC-Pi Kappa Phi 
Lambda Chi-Newman 









Phi Kap-Pi KA 
Tech Eng-Slg Nu 
Wesley-Campus 
KA-SigPi 
Lambda Chi-Delta Sig 
ROTC-Acacia 




Newman-Pi Kap Phi 
Delta Tau-BSU 
Econ Club-A Phi A 
Kappa Sig-Sig Nu 
Sig Ep-Sig Pi 
TKE-Wesley 
Phi Kap-Beta Sig 
KA-Campus 
RHA-MHA-East 
Tech Eng-Sig Tau 
PiKA-TJHA 
ROTC-CCH 




Theta Xi-A Phi A 
Delta Sig-Newman 
Acacia-Pi Kappa Phi 
SigEp-KA 
TKE-Campus 
Kappa Sig-Tech J!;ng 











Delta Tau-Econ Club 
BSU -Theta Xi 
1140 Forum Drive 
P e 23 
MIA A names 
commissioner 
MIAA RELEASE 
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. 
- Ken B. Jones, former 
assistant commissioner of 
the Big Eight Athletic 
Conference, has been 
selected as the first full-time 
comrrusslOner of the 
Missouri Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association. 
The ant1flIlIlcement was 
madeMay 22 by Alton Bray, 
president of the MIAA. Bray 
said Jones, who assumed 
his 'duties July 1, was 
recommended by a con-
ference search committee 
from a list of about 50 can-
didates. 
The 51-year-old Jones, a 
juvenile court hearing of-
ficer for the fourth judicial 
circuit in Maryville the past 
seven years, served as an 
assistant Big Eight . Com-
missioner from 1970-74. 
He was responsible for 
administering the area of 
eligibility of Big Eight 
athletes and for promoting 
Big Eight sports programs. 
Before joining the Big 
Eight staff, he was vice-
president, administration 
and development at Tarkio 
College, district probation 
officer at Clarinda, Iowa, 
and im Iowa high school 
coach and Instructor at 
Ham6urg, Villisca and 
Clarinda. 
While at Tarkio College, 
Jones was responsible for 
the planning and financing of 
a $10 million building 
program and the develop-
ment and implementation of 
the school 's national public 
relations, recruiting and 
fund-raising efforts. 
Jones received a B.S. 
degree in Secondary 
Education and an M.S. 
degree in Education from 
Northwest Missouri State 
University in Maryville. He 
earned 10 varsity letters in 
football , basketball and 
track between 1947-51 at 
Northwest. 
Bray said MIAA faculty 
representatives and athletic: 
directors, in Jollowing the 
direction of University 
presidents -and chancellors 
of member schools, voted in 
December to add women's 
sports to cenference ac-
tivities and decided to start 
the search for a full-time 
commissioner to handle the 
increased work load. 
"We're delighted to have 
the services of such an able 
person as Ken Jones," said 
Bray. "He'll bring to the 
MIAA a strong background 
in conference sports. His 
work in promoting activities 
at Tarkio College will 
provide our conference with 
the experiences needed to 
give us greater stature in the 
state and in the nation." 
The MIAA, which was 
formulated in 1924, has 
employed a part-time 
commissioner the past three 
decades. Bill George of Rich-
mond has served in that 
capacity si~~ 1973. 
At Presellt, the conference 
has seven ' member schools. 
Bray said the MIAA would 
make contacts with 
prospective new members to 
replace Southwest Missouri 
State University, which lett 
the league at the end of the 
198G-81 school year to 
eventually move up to 
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Finley, M iners ready for season 
By LARRY TIPl'ON 
The Miners, who com-
pleted a perfect HH) season 
and won the MIAA crown in 
1980, have a problem. What 
can they do to better last 
year's performance? 
"That will be difficult to 
top," stated head coach 
Charlie Finley, now starting 
his tenth year as Miner head 
coach. "We just hope the 
current winning streak has 
built up some momentum 
that we can keep going. " The 
streak is up to 13 games, the 
longest current winning 
streak in the nation. 
Finley was named M1AA 
Coach-of-the-Year and 
District IV Coach-of-the-
Year, and was a National 
Coach-of-the-Year finalist 
for his part in leading the 
team to their first un-
defeated season. 
Although the Miners lost 16 
seniors to graduation, they 
have 32 returning lettermen, 
along with a fine bunch of 
incoming freshmen. "We've 
got a really good group of 
freshmen this year. They'll 
be good players if they can 
do their work and keep up 
their grades," commented 
Finley. 
" We should have a good 
nucleus on defense again this 
season," he added. The 
Miners finisl1ed third 
nationally in total defense 
and led the NCAA Division II 
in rushing defense. They 
allowed only three rushing 
touchdowns against them 
last year. 
Leading the defense this 
season will be linebacker 
Todd Fizer, defensive back 
Randy Hauser, guard Bob 
Pressly, noseguard Cleo 
Th Mo footb II tOil h 
t h to t hO It' Downs, and defensive ends 
e mer a earn WI ave a oug Ime rna c tng as year s Paul Suellentrop an
d Paul 
season and hope to open with a win at William Penn Saturdayo (Photo by Bee) Demzik. " If we had anyone 
weakness on defense it 
would be depth. We won't be 
able to take many injuries." 
, OffenSively, the Miners 
may have to rearrang~ the 
front line, but there is great 
potential returning in 
players like Jim Lloyd, 
Kevin Griesemer, Jeff 
Haffner, and Dan Obrycki. 
The backfield is "great" 
according to Finley. "Don 
Kasperski and Dennis Pirkle 
should tight it out for the 
starting quarterback job." 
Kasperski is a transfer 
student from the Air Force 
Academy, Promine,nt 
running backs will be Brian 
Paris, David Fischer, Oscar ' 
Berryman, and Randy Shed. 
Paris led the Miners in 
rushing touchdowns last 
year, even though he and 
Berryman were injUred part 
of the season, The quar-
terbacks will be throwing to 
targets like Scott Stephens, 
Terry McDonald, and 
newcomer Kurt Lorenzen. 
Craig Thomas will handle 
the kicking game, while 
punting duties will be shared 
by Scott Teter, Suellentrop, 
and Bruce Baughman, a 
transfer from West Point. 
The Miners are ranked 
second in the MIAA's pre-
season poll. They can expect 
tough competition from 
Southeast Missouri State and 
Northeast Missouri State, 
who are ranked first and 
third, respectively. 
"If we can playas a unit 
quickly, I think the Miners 
will be right in the thick of 
the MIAA race again," 
concluded Finley, "We had a 
great year in 1980, but I think 
we can improve on our 
overall consistency. There 
are a lot of teams in the 
MIAA that can beat you on 
any given day, and we'll 
have to be ready for them." 
How ready they'll be will be 
seen this Saturday when the 
Miners travel to Oskaloosa, 
Iowa, for their season opener 
against William Penn. Last 
year the Miners shut out the 
Statesmen 27-0, 
UMR FOOTBAll 
Home Games September 12· Missouri 
Volley . September 26 .. Evangel College. 
UMR SOCCER 
McDonald's 60 or Over?~ $15 ,000.00 .+~ __ ~ 
W he n you f ace t he Miner's e leven , 
Co unt your bo nes and pra y t o h e ove n 
fa , w hat yo u s •• Is not wh at yo u ge t · 
'Cause you a in 't seen th e first team yet ! 
Home Gomes " September 5 · Washington 
University. September 12 · Southwest 
MiSSOUri Stale , September 19 . UMSL 
ROlLA FOOTBAll 
Home Gomes : September 4 · Glendale 
September 18 . ' Sf. Francis Borgia , September 
25 . Jefferson City at 7 ;30 p .m . 
Bulldog s, a fe roc io us fightin g nam~ 
Rolla 's e leven des.r ... . s it' s fa me' 
"You Dese'rve a Break 
TodaY':M CONTEST 
Storts Thi s Mo nth! 
(~) 
Mel Weinbaum , Billy MaDre and Dave We lnboum w i th 
McDonald's Wonts You! Join the Golden Arches Ronald McDonald awa,d
 and Billy Moore' s Outstan . 
~~I~~ ~re~~:~s~~~t ~~;E~~r:~~~~sw~t;o ~i~o~:~~'rs d i ng Manager award . 
your cord. Bob Do ran, Vice President of tb e 51. 
Louis eight 
1---........ ~;;---,----;-;===--,-----;==~;;---,--====7:;-L.---,===7.',--,--J..
..,==-:----;=~~==::-::..,.,---I State McDonald 's Reg ional H eadq uar ters . honor ed 
t---===!...--+---:B-:'R":T~!!D::~:!.~!!D~p ~:::'R~--:IE-:S-+-~""l,.;::o:~",~:,::SN'"~:;::"HY~T--;+-"w";"::7c,s~E 1rl~~~Es;"S N:;;D';~~~:"T--=+--;H,"U"~!!AH~H~Uo~Ro~Dp~Sf:~\-!' ~~H"T~+--'G"'O"'l-;;D"!E~~R!.!~D~R~~~~:"'S"C"l"'U.B-;\--;;D"A"'VS~EA~/~BU~A~:B~~~~~~"'H"'o:;;p~ ~~~e S~ndR~:r
~~nO~~u~~D~;~I~~:~~~;~ t~~: o~oRno~:~ 
SEPTEM BER So· So Fib ·win a burger Wall whistle · Win a I hoop· win a bog o f !"es
. :] (Rollo's Clip Joint) McDonald Troph y. Th is sy
mbo l izes the top in 
ClaSSIC Flb .win a break lost bog of lries. hoopS-Win a burg
er . Seni..,r 9il l (GA N o . 111) luggin g a D " M I ' operat ions and marke
ting for the eight State reg ion . 
1981 No ~:.~o~e~ :::u~~! o~:,~ u.' 6 p.m '0 9 P m Wh"'!\~ ~~':, w;n C;,,,e~;~o~~::.w'n 0 :;;~;:(~~ h~~~;:~o/:"~o ;:~;he,: :,:~::';', o on~o~;e:~d ;~e~o~~p~e::,;;;~~:udoen~o f~~e I;:n:k~ft:~ 
ROLLA M cDONA LD'S 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
UMR MEAL PLAN 
Pro!' Jerry Cohen . "You 
con ' t sleep in my doss." 
Greg Fleck : " If you didn ', 
talk so loud, I could ." 
Coral Malukewlez " Didn ' t I 
hear the clock strike two as 
you come in lost night?" 
Bob Matukewiez hiding 
behind his newspaper ' " Yes 
dear . It started to strike ten , 
but I stopped it to keep 
from waking you ," 
UMR MEAL PLAN 20 
Rabbi , Minister & Priest 
arrested playing cords lor 
pennies . Judge Whitey 
Ma(Xe. " Were you gambl ing 
Father ? " Fat her sil en t ly 
praying . " No:' Judge: " Rev · 
erend?" Reverend : "No. " 
Judge: " Rabbi? " Rabbi look 
ing at Whitey's eyes : 
" Wit h whom ?" 
341 -2180. ask for manager . 
McDonald 's birthday cokes 
available for home parlies . 
SLOGAN NIGHT 
There's more in the middle 
of on Egg McMuffin than on 
egg in the middle of a 
muffin ." 
o 'P":k~~~t~~~::·~u"po~:': ::u~ ~u:my 'In ,;::. :, ~~e:,P;:nfu.;on :;,~ ~:~~I;~::~~:e:~:~~7:;::"OYd~;~oUn;:~~~?~" ow", ~:~:;';;~~:~:!~"~i~~:~~~~f::~~:~~:t~~~ :~e;~: 
McDonald 's Hal Fudge mouth growing slack? and days of undue
 s tres s, and wC"l ttng for a comment Dove : " No , he's on Rollo 
Doi l y N ews , for his persistent constructive 
Sund.ae's best Head for McDonald 's Stop In at McDonald' s 
and Arch ie slared , then calmly undertaker ,n South criticism 
and to all the fine friends a nd customers 
No lis , nor ands . nor hulst and have a Big Mac! " give your mind a re
st t said Just caught one eh? " Corolino ." 
whose t rade is d ea r ly appreciated. 
LAUGH NIGHT BUBBlEGUM NIGHT 
laugh l o r 30 seconds·win a I ' bubble.win a bag of fries . 
bog of ftles Lough lo r 0 min ' 3 " bubble,wln a burger. 5 " 
ute·w ln (l burger bubble.win a breakfast 
6 p _rn to 9 p_m 6 p .m . 10 9 p .rn 
HULA HOOP NIGHT 10 11 
1 hoop· Win a bag of fries 3 A recent Oak Meadow' s 
hoops· win a burger Senior Club offa.r Belly Fra :1Z sold 
Citizen 1 haop,wln a 'Do you know dear . YOI/ve 
break lost been 10 the bar seven 
limes tonlgh,?" 
12 
Chet Saladin " Have you 
cny 
wild duck?" 
LOUise Maggi " Why didn ' t 
you lak(- the bracelet?" 
Him " They were watch ing 
rne," 
ST. ROBERT M cDONALD'S 
PICK UP UMR INTRAMURALS SCHEDULES 
WHILE THEY LAST! 
4TH ANNUAL COMMUNITY HEALTH FAIR 
September nnd. 1981 at Ccmmunlty Half· 4th a nd 
Main Slreets . Health Fair Contest Posters to be 
dropped off 01 McDonald's September 1, throug h 
September 11 , 1981. 
SLOGAN NIGHT 21 TRICK NIGHT 22 BUBBLEGUM N IGH
T 23 2 4 Leller (from Terry Harri s) 2 Dione Sanborn There are26 
advalltoges and dlsodvall to· 
ges about thiS property . Go!. 
Works · North , Glue Factory-
Ea s t City Dump South . and 
DRURY COllEGE (Ft , Wood) 
" Two all beef patties , 
special sauce , lettuce, 
cheese pickles . onions on 
a sesame seed bun '" 
Soy it in 2 seconds . win a 
bag of fries . 
6 p .m . 10 9 p .m . 
Cord Irlck·wln a bog of ffles . ' " bubble·win a bog of ffles 
Co'n trlck ,wln a burger 3 " bubble· win a burger 5' 
yourself dlsoppear,wln bubble,wln a breakfast 
a breakfast 6 p ,m . 10 9 p m 
6 p.m. to 9 p .m . 
"Weve mode our restaul ' "When you ve reached that 
ants special . we' re ddferent SpeCial Birthday and 10lned 
from the rest . our concern IS the Senior Set SlOp In 01 
customer pleaSing , ·McDollold's to see whal 
No wonder we're the bestl " help you' II get " 
1 hoop,wln a bog of tfle s 3 
hoo ps,w ln a burger Senior 
Clllzen 1 hoap,wlll a 
breakfast. 
6 P m to 9 p .m 
" Doll ' t worry 'bout 
Ihe kiddles 
while eating here With us 
We offer gracIous dllling 
Without the need to fu ss." 
I sholl expect you 01 my 01 · 
bce at 3 p m . to explain why 
you were runntng around 
With my wile 
Answer (fr om Don Tdley )' 
Dear Sir your lorm 01 leller 
received and conlents 
noted I sholl be glad 10 
ollend Ihe gotherlng 
Sewage Form West ." 
Rick Weaver " What are th e 
advantages ? " 
Diane ; " you call always tell 
the way th{' Wind IS blow· 
II1g1 
Will now honor Golden Arches Club m embers' ca rd s 
~.~ ::lllowing members to oflend a co llege closs o f thei r 
choice fo r $5.00 (N o credit). 
SECRETARY OF THE MONTH 
CAREN WHITES 
of 
American Bonk of Rollo 
SECRETARIES CORNER 
UMR MEAL PLAN 2 7 CAll OF THE WILD N IGHT 28 TONGUE TWIST
ER N IGHT 2 9 BUBB l EGUM NIGHT 30 
1" bubble ·win a bag of ffles . 
3 " bubble· win a burger 5" 
bubble · win a breakfast 
SECRETARIES Mike Estey . Guest Spea
ker . September 15th a t the 
Carney Ho u se at 6 ;30 p .m. 
First Burglar : " Where've Wolf howl ·win a bog of fries . 1 of 3 . win a bag
 01 fries . 
Y
OU been ?" Tarzan yell· win a burger. Right l ~t time · win 
Second Burglar ; " Robbing 
Sigma Phi Epsilon ." 
First Burg lar : " Lose 
anything? " 
Coyo te howl ·win a break.fost a breakfast 
6 p .m . to 9 p .m 6 p .m . to 9 p .m' 
' McCh,cken and our golden 
fries are a meal fit for a 
king , So , sha~ him loose 
from his castle for a 
McDonald's Royal Fling." 
" A tangy . savory lIovor 
will hven up you 1 day, 
This is common knowledge . 
It' s a McDonald 's 
Fish 0 ' Filet 
6 p m to 9 p m 
'A very special person lust 
passed thru our front door . 
It 's a face McDonald's 
treasures 
By gosh It' S really yours' 
CREW PERSON OF THE MONTH 
. TRACY BUTCHER 
CREW BIRTHDA YS 
September 6 · Eva Straumanis Sign Virga 
September 10 . Jennie Fl te Blfthstolle Sapphire 
September 18 . laura Reichard 
September 21 . lana Gray 
Right an~wer wins a 
breakfast / 
... ~. h-, <,--~ yl> 
An sw e .. ,====== Name_ 
Fill oul and give to m a nager . 
One Winning entry per 
person per month . 
For In fo rm a tion call Koran 34 1· 4 197 . 
FOR GRADE SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH 
Two men played check ers , each one won 5 g a mes. yet 
lost none. Expla in . 
Answer _____________ _ 
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